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This study reports on the design, construction, installation, and load testing of reinforced 

concrete piles that are installed by jetting and compaction grouting.  The need for a different 

deep foundation installation method has emerged, especially in areas that have become sensitive 

to noise and vibrations produced during pile driving.   A full-scale testing facility was 

constructed at the University of Florida Coastal Engineering Lab for the purpose of testing this 

system.  The test facility is comprised of a fully cased test shaft measuring 12’ in diameter by 33’ 

deep and two 48” concrete reaction shafts to be used for load testing. 

The test piles were constructed of reinforced concrete, and a specially designed network of 

pipes was cast with each pile for the purposes of jetting and post compaction grouting.  Jetting 

was utilized to install the pile to the desired depth and the compaction grouting was used to 

displace the loose soil around the pile in order to improve the pile’s overall capacity. 

Compaction grouting is a very specialized technique that is often used to level structures 

that have undergone differential settlement or for soil improvement before construction.  The 

success of compaction grouting is greatly dependent on the engineers understanding of the 

problem, the equipment, the soil behavior, and the rheology of the grout.  For this research, the 
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equipment and grout mix are the most important factors.  Grout pumps are specially designed to 

sustain a constant grout flow volume under varying pressure situations, even pressures as high as 

1,000 psi.  At such high pressures, the grout mix gradation should contain sufficient fines 

(passing #200 sieve) to protect against separation.   Flyash is a common component added to 

grout mix designs to provide the necessary fines and improve pumpability.   

Testing began by jetting the two test piles in the test chamber.  Using the pipes cast within 

the piles, compaction grouting was performed at three levels along the length of the piles (8’, 

22’, and the tip).  Next, the piles were load tested to determine their capacities.  These values 

were compared to a preliminary estimation determined from FBDeep.  Finally, the piles were 

extracted from the test chamber to observe the grout zones and draw conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Deep foundation construction (mast arms for lights and signage, bridges, etc) in business 

and metropolitan areas has become sensitive to pile driving vibration and noise.  Selection of an 

alternative foundation system other than driven piles has become an important issue in Florida.  

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Standard Specifications Section 455 provides 

general guidelines for pile hole formation processes that minimize the effects of vibration on 

adjacent structures (i.e. jetting, drilled shafts, etc.).  However, there are problems or 

disadvantages to these alternative methods.  The FDOT Specification requires that all piles 

installed utilizing water jetting be hammered at least the final ten feet to ensure the minimum 

capacity requirements are met.  Consequently, vibration issues and noise are still a concern when 

employing this method.  Also, the quality (internal integrity) of drilled shafts has always been a 

concern because of their construction process. 

To provide an alternative, the FDOT undertook research on post-grouted drilled shaft tips.  

Although the results indicated that the drilled shaft capacities (tip resistance only) increased after 

post-grouting, other problems associated with their construction developed, for example, 

installation in loose, fine sands.  Since this soil type is found throughout Florida another 

installation method was needed. 

1.2 Objective 

 One conceptually feasible pile installation method, which would eliminate the vibration, 

noise, and integrity issues, is to install a precast concrete pile utilizing jetting and subsequently 

post-grouting the pile shaft and tip.  This alternative offers several advantages.  First, the use of 

precast concrete piles eliminates the uncertainty of internal integrity associated with drilled 
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shafts.  Second, the jetting minimizes the vibration and noise issues in sensitive areas.  Finally, 

the grouting maximizes pile skin and tip resistance.  Now the question is, can this method 

perform as well as traditional installation methods? 

The FDOT awarded The University of Florida a grant to conduct research on the feasibility 

of utilizing the jetted and post-grouted piles in Florida soils.  Since this type of foundation 

system has never been used or tested, a full-scale test facility was constructed to perform the 

research.  The test facility consists of a large test chamber and twin 48” drilled shafts for static 

load testing.  The test chamber, the largest of its kind, is 12’ in diameter, constructed from ½”-

thick steel plating with 33’ of vertical height for testing.  The 48” reaction shafts were 

constructed on either side of the test chamber and extend approximately 40’ into the ground.  

This test facility offers significant benefits: (1) due to the size of the test chamber, the insitu 

stresses at the pile-soil interface can be reproduced without interference from adjacent piles or 

the walls of the test chamber, (2) the test chamber also allows for excavation of the piles to 

observe the grout zones, and (3) parametric studies can be performed to investigate the effects of 

changing the jetting and grout delivery techniques based on soil conditions.  Overall, the research 

is focused on developing, fabricating, and testing a jetting-grouting system, as well as developing 

a design methodology for the foundation system.  However, due to construction delays, this 

report only discusses the construction of the test facility, the pile design and construction, and the 

testing of the set of jet-grout piles.  At the conclusion of the research, a construction procedure 

and specification will also be submitted. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Pile Jetting 

Pile jetting, in general, has been a very effective method of pile driving for many decades.   

Jetting utilizes a stream of high-pressure water discharged near the tip of the pile, which loosens 

the surrounding soil and allows the pile to sink into the hole.  The method, typically, is a much 

faster installation method than say pile driving or drilled shaft construction, and it requires far 

less energy than alternative installation methods.  Moreover, jetting minimizes damage that can 

occur to piles that are being driven into harder soil stratas.  However, pile jetting does have its 

limitations, namely the soil conditions in which it can be used.  Also, the final pile set is usually 

achieved by driving the pile the final ten feet, as described in FDOT Standard Specification 455.  

In most cases, this is necessary to verify that the pile capacity meets the minimum requirements 

set by the engineer.   

2.1.1 Soil Conditions 

Pile jetting is typically only recommended when the piles are expected to be driven into 

sands or loose gravel.  Using special techniques, it is possible, though, to use jetting when 

driving piles into hard clay.  When jetting a pile into sand, the water flow rate is more important 

that its velocity, but when jetting into clay or gravel, the water velocity is most important.  For 

success in either case, the water velocity must be great enough to loosen the material below the 

pile and the flow rate (quantity of water) must be sufficient to allow the water and some of the 

disturbed material to escape along the sides of the pile (Tsinker 1988).  Figure 2-1 illustrates the 

results of jetting in different soil conditions.  For now, the research was only concerned with 

jetting into sands.  As time goes on, FDOT may consider testing in other soil conditions. 
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2.1.3 Determing Pump and Jet Pipe Sizes 

Typically jet pipes have diameters between 2-4 inches.  However, in some cases the pipe 

could be smaller or larger.  Tsinker discusses the following sequence for selecting jet pipe 

diameter and pump capacity: (1) using Table 2-1, determine water flow rate and water head 

required; (2) determine pressure losses through hoses and pipes using Table 2-2; and (3) 

determine required pump capacity.   

Based on pile size, soil type, and the estimated depth of driving, Table 2.1 provides the 

minimum jet pipe diameter, required water flow rate, and required head.  Using the jet pipe 

diameter obtained from Table 2-1, the pressure losses through the hoses and jet pipe and water 

velocity can be determined from Table 2-2.  According to Tsinker, the velocity of water should 

not exceed 5 m/s, otherwise, the diameter and/or number of jet pipes should be increased.   

Hwang states that a pump’s output power is typically expressed in terms of discharge 

volume and the total energy head imparted on the liquid being pumped.  This relationship is 

directly related to a pump’s horsepower rating.  The required pump capacity can be calculated as 

follows: 

000,33
Tsw HGQ

HP
γ

=      (2-1) 

where HP = required pump horsepower; Q = required flow rate of water in gallons per minute; 

γw = unit weight of water in pounds per gallon; Gs = specific gravity of the fluid being pumped;  

and HT = total head in feet.  The denominator in Equation 2.1 is a conversion to horsepower.   
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Table 2-1 Water and Head Requirements for Pile Jetting (Marine Structures Handbook 1972) 

 

Table 2-2 Water Flow Rate in m3/hr (Numerator) and Head Loss in m (Denominator) per 100 m 
of Steel Pipe (Marine Structures Handbook 1972) 
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2.2 Grouting 

In 1802, French engineer, Charles Berigny, “used a suspension of water and [pozzolan] 

cement to fill up the cavities in the foundation of a sluice in Dieppe, that had been damaged by 

settlement” (van der Stoel 2001).  This was the first recorded use of grouting.  Since that time 

huge advancements have been made in the knowledge and technology of grouting, most of that 

within the last 50 years.   

2.2.1 Grouting Techniques 

In general, there are four grouting techniques that are used most often: permeation 

grouting, jet grouting, displacement grouting, and compaction grouting.  Depending on one’s 

geographic location these techniques may be referred to with a different name.  Permeation 

(chemical) grouting tries to replace the air and water within the pore spaces of a soil stratum with 

grout.  This technique typically uses injection pressures low enough to prevent significant soil 

displacement.  The term “chemical grouting” refers to an application where a special chemical 

grout is injected into the soil, which causes a reaction between the grout and soil particles and 

changes the chemical properties of the improved zone.  Jet grouting is a process where high-

pressure fluid grouts are injected into the soil at such high velocities that the soil structure is 

completely broken down and the grout mixes with the soil.  Eventually, the grouted area 

solidifies into one large “homogeneous” mass.   Displacement grouting uses a fluid mortar (low 

internal friction) to fracture the soil around the injection point, thus displacing it.  Compaction 

grouting, on the other hand, aims at compacting loose soils by injecting a low slump grout, 

having high internal friction and strength, with out fracturing the soil matrix (van der Stoel 

2001).  Figure 2-2 depicts examples of each grouting technique.  Of interest for this project is the 

compaction grouting technique for its ability to compact the soil around the test piles, which was 

loosened during jetting.   
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Figure 2-2 Different grouting methods.  A) permeation (chemical) grouting.  B) jet grouting.  C) 

displacement grouting.  D) compaction grouting (van der Stoel 2001). 

 
Compaction grouting has become a chosen technique for leveling structures that have 

undergone differential settlement, sinkhole remediation, soil improvement prior to construction, 

and reducing liquefaction potential (Nichols and Goodings 2000).  In recent years, increased 

research has been performed on the effects of grouting during deep foundation construction.  

Dapp and Mullins conducted research on post-grouting drilled shaft tips and found that the shaft 

end bearing could be improved up to 800 % in certain soils (2002).  Researchers in China have 

found the capacity of bored cast-in-situ piles can be improved up to 250% by post grouting the 

shaft and tip of the piles.  However, a neat grout, not compaction grout, was used in both cases, 

only consisting of cement, water, and small amounts of clay as needed to increase stability 

during pumping.  Little research has been done on post-grouting piles utilizing true compaction 

grouting. 

According to Naudts and Impe, the success of compaction grouting is based upon one’s 

understanding of: the cause of the problem and its geotechnical aspects, the grouting technique 

A B C D 
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and equipment, the structure, how the surrounding soil will react to the introduction of grout, and 

the rheology of the grout (2000).   

2.2.2 Grout Mix Design 

The rheology of the grout is a major factor in the success of compaction grouting.  A 

typical compaction grout mix consists of sand, cement, flyash, and water.  According to Brown 

and Warner, silty sands with higher percentages of fines produce the best mixes (1974).  Weaver 

discussed a problem that arose on a grouting project in San Francisco where the sand used in the 

grout mix did not have sufficient fines.  The result was a “rough” grout that produced large 

pressure drops through the hoses due to friction, and, at times, clogged the hoses.  Figure 2-3 

shows the optimum range for the grain-size distribution of compaction grout. 

 
Figure 2-3 Optimum sand gradation curve for compaction grout (Baker and Broadrick 1997)  

 
Best and Lane studied the relationship between grout flow rate and pressure during 

pumping.   They concluded that sand gradation strongly influences the pumpability of grout, not 

necessarily its slump.  In fact, “very low slump grout can be highly mobile, whereas very high 
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slump grouts can be formulated to have essentially no mobility” (Baker and Broadrick 1997).  

Baker and Broadrick go on to say that flyash is an important ingredient in the grout mix design.  

The particles are very small, which is helpful in increasing the density of the grout, and their 

spherical shape significantly reduces frictional losses during pumping.  Table 2-3 shows the 

quantities of materials in a typical compaction grout mix. 

 
Table 2-3 Typical Quantities of Materials in Compaction Grout (Baker and Broadrick 1997) 

Description Quantity Standard Comment/Effect

Sand 1,800-2,200 lbs ASTM C-33 Well graded, rouded edge, min. 15% 
passing #200 sieve

Cement 250-500 lbs ASTM C-150 Control strength of mix, increase density 
of mix

Flyash* 200-700 lbs ASTM C-618
Improve pumpability, increase density, 
reduce cement content required for mix, 
Class F or C

Water 20-50 gal Control slump

Admixtures 
(optional)

1%-2% of 
cement Control set time, control shrinkage

* Quantitiy may vary depending on the fines available from the sand  

 
2.2.3 Grouting Equipment 

On projects such as slab jacking or soil improvement, it is important to select the proper 

drilling method for installing the grout pipes.  For this project, however, the only equipment of 

interest is the grout pump.  Currently, twin cylinder piston pumps are used most often for 

compaction grouting.  These pumps are capable of maintaining a constant flow though pressures 

may vary.  They are also designed to provide pressures up to 1,000 psi.   

Pumps specifically designed for grouting are different from traditional concrete pumps.  

Grout pumps are designed to minimize leakage of water through the valves.  This is especially 

important during situations where sustained low delivery volumes and high pressures are 
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required, otherwise, the water can be forced out of the grout causing a “sand block” in the pump 

(Baker and Broadrick 1997).   

2.2.4 Methods of Grouting 

There are two basic compaction grouting methods that are employed: Stage up and Stage 

down.  Stage up grouting begins at the bearing layer and moves upward improving the soil in 

stages as the grout pipe is removed from the ground.  Stage down works in the opposite 

direction.  A dense zone is created at the top of the area to be improved and subsequent layers are 

grouted as the pipe in inserted deeper in the ground.  Stage up grouting is the most common and 

most economical method.  This information was considered in determining the sequence of 

grouting around the piles. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TEST FACILITY DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

As mentioned before, a specially designed test facility was needed to perform the research.  

Discussion began in February 2005 regarding the design and construction of the testing facility.  

Coastal Caisson of Clearwater, FL was awarded the construction contract in July 2005.  Due to 

prior job commitments construction was delayed until January 2006.  The research test facility 

was to be constructed at the UF Coastal Lab in Gainesville, FL on the South-End of the property.  

January 23, 2006, Coastal Caisson arrived at the UF Coastal Laboratory to begin 

construction of the FDOT Test Chamber and Reaction Shafts.  The Test Chamber was designed 

as a 12’ diameter, fully-cased drilled shaft.  The steel casing was ½” thick and approximately 40’ 

long.  Figure 3-1 shows the casing arriving by truck in four 10’ sections and being welded 

together on site.  Two 48” reaction shafts were designed and constructed on the eastern and 

western sides of the test chamber, as shown in Figure 3-2, to provide the necessary uplift 

resistance for load testing the pile.  Each reaction shaft was designed to withstand 250 – 300 tons 

of uplift.  Details on their design and construction will be discussed a little later. 

 

Figure 3-1 Test chamber arriving and being welded onsite 
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chamber would press against the lower edge of the steel casing, providing sufficient resistance 

against uplift due to differing hydrostatic pressures.  Figure 3-3 shows various aspects of the 

construction of the test chamber.  Concrete cylinders from the plug were recovered and tested 28 

days after casting with concrete strengths around 4500 psi. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-3 Test chamber construction.  A) 40’ steel casing.  B) 12.3’ auger bit.  C) wet-hole 

construction using polymer slurry.  D) pouring concrete plug with tremie pipes. 
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3.2 Design and Construction of the Twin Reaction Shafts 

In order to verify the estimated pile capacities, traditional top-down static load test were to 

be performed on every jetted-grouted pile.  Originally the reaction system would include driven 

steel H-piles and possibly adjacent jetted-grouted piles.  However, after further discussions with 

FDOT personnel a new, more permanent reaction system was desired for future testing.  

Therefore, a supplement for the construction of two 48” reaction shafts having lengths of 

approximately 40’ was submitted and approved.  As part of this activity, the State Materials 

Office in Gainesville, FL requested that anomalies and casings for shaft inspection 

instrumentation, which would not affect the shafts’ axial capacities, be added to the shafts to 

evaluate shaft integrity and to train technicians in cross-hole sonic logging (CSL) and nuclear 

density testing (NDT) methods. 

The above-mentioned inclusions were to be tied to the steel reinforcement at known 

locations prior to its installation in the shaft.  In order to simulate a soft (non cleaned) bottom 

condition sand bags were tied to the bottom of the reinforcing cage.  Also, two 3.5 gallon plastic 

buckets were filled, one with sand and the other with slurry, capped, and tied inside the steel 

cage.  The sand-filled bucket represented a soil inclusion that may have occurred during the 

placement of the concrete.  Similarly, a slurry inclusion (e.g. improper slurry unit weight and 

viscosity) was simulated with the slurry-filled bucket.  Finally, a gravel basket measuring 

12”x12”x16” (LxWxH) was incorporated to represent concrete that may have segregated during 

the pour.  Figures 3-4 and 3-8 show the different anomalies and their locations within the 

reinforcing cage. 

On February 8, 2006, excavation of the west reaction shaft began.  Similar to the 

construction of the test chamber, first, a temporary casing was installed to contain the drilling 

fluid (KB Polymer solution) and act as a guide for the drill operator.  When the excavation 



 

reached approximately 19’ the eastern wall of the shaft completely collapsed and the drilling 

fluid escaped under the temporary casing as shown in Figure 3-5.  Drilling stopped immediately 

to assess the situation.  The failure was attributed to cavities in the soil created during the drilling 

of the test chamber.  Several clay layers were encountered during the test chamber excavation.  It 

is thought that the wings on the 12’ auger bit, previously shown in Figure 3-3b, along with the 

cohesion of the clay caused more of the material to be removed than desired.  When the soil was 

removed for the west reaction shaft, these over-excavated zones could not support the 

overburden.  The collapsed hole was filled with clean sand and abandoned to evaluate a better 

strategy.  In the meantime, excavation began on the east reaction shaft. 
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Figure 3-5 Collapse of west reaction shaft during initial construction.  A) pre-failure.  B) post-

failure. 

 

After further evaluation of the west shaft failure, the UF research team and construction 

professionals from Coastal Caisson determined that it would be safe to try drilling the shaft 

again.  As further safety precautions, though, a longer temporary casing and a more stable, 

mineral (bentonite) slurry was utilized.  A different drilling crew arrived on site on March 8, 

2006 to begin the construction.  The construction occurred without any further difficulties and 

was completed on March 10. 

Figure 3-6 shows the complete test facility.  The 2” pipes protruding from the top of the 

reaction shafts are the casings for the drilled shaft integrity testing equipment.  Also, extending 

from the tops of the reaction shaft are 1.25”-diameter high strength steel bars that were used later 

during the pile load tests.  These high strength bars extend almost the entire length of the reaction 

shafts.  

3.3 Preparing the Test Chamber 

Before actual testing could begin, several steps were taken to prepare the test chamber: 

installing instrumentation, construction of water wells, and soil placement. 

A B
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Figure 3-6 Completed test facility 

 

3.3.1 Installing Instrumentation 

Geokon 4800 vibrating wire earth pressure cells were used to monitor the change in soil 

stresses adjacent to the piles during all stages of testing (jetting, grouting, and load testing).  

Figure 3-7 shows an example of these pressure cells.  Ten pressure cells were strategically placed 

at differing locations and elevations within the test chamber.  One pressure cell was to be placed 

horizontally at a depth of about 30’, which was approximately 2.5’ below the tip of each pile.  

The remaining eight pressure cells were placed at the north, south, east, and western nodes of the 

test chamber and at an elevation corresponding to the depths of the jet-grout exit ports along the 

sides of the piles.  Figure 3-8 illustrates the location of the earth pressure cells within the test 

chamber. 
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Figure 3-7 Vibrating wire earth pressure cell 

 

   A           B 
 

Figure 3-8 Location of instrumentation in test chamber.  A) cross-section.  B) plan view. 
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3.3.2 Constructing Water Wells 

The water table location inside the test chamber could have some effect on the successful 

grouting of the piles.  As a means of monitoring and controlling the water table in the test 

chamber, four pumping wells were installed around the tank.  These pumping wells were 

constructed of 4” perforated, thin-walled PVC pipe, which can be purchase at most home 

improvement stores.  Each pipe was wrapped with a finely-woven filter cloth obtained from 

FDOT SMO personnel.  The engineering properties of the cloth are unknown.  The pipes had 

lengths of 30-32’, extending almost the entire length of the test chamber. 

Periodically throughout the time of testing, an electronic water meter was lowered into 

each well to check their water levels.  Removing water from the test chamber was a time 

consuming process but the method was effective.  An in-line, submersible pump was lowered 

into each well and the water was pumped out away from the test chamber.  Once a well was 

drained the pump was retrieved and lowered into one of the other wells, until all the wells were 

dry.  Over time the wells would refill as the water seeped from the sand through the filter fabric 

and into the wells.  The pumping process was repeated as needed. 

3.3.3 Soil Placement 

FDOT wanted to initially test the piles in two soil states – loose and dense.  The loose state 

was tested first.  To achieve this condition the soil was slowly rained into the test chamber using 

a skid-steer loader and without any compaction.  The first 10’ of sand, though, was rained 

through water.  After completing the construction of the test chamber, the drilling fluid remained 

in the tank.  It provided the weight needed to overcome any uplift forces acting on the concrete 

plug during the curing process.  Once the concrete had cured properly, most of the drilling fluid 

was pumped out of the test chamber.  Approximately 10’ of fluid was left in the bottom of the 

tank.  Since there was such a long free fall, the first 10’ of sand was dumped into the tank and 
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allowed to settle through the fluid left at the bottom of the test chamber.  This technique was 

used to help ensure the loosest soil state as possible.  If the sand was allowed to fall the entire 

distance, some compaction would occur from the weight of impact from subsequent sand layers. 

The technique of raining the sand through the water worked well until it was time to install 

the horizontal earth pressure cells near the bottom of the test chamber.  The saturated conditions 

were extremely difficult to work in and caused a big delay in the placement of subsequent soil 

layers.  As a result, the remaining sand was just slowly rained into the tank using the loader, 

without settling through water.  This technique proved to be adequate.  Hand penetrometer 

readings were taken periodically throughout this activity, which verified that the soil was in a 

very loose state. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PILE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

Originally the proposal called for the testing of 18”-square reinforced concrete piles 

measuring 30’ long.  However, the anticipated overlap of the pile interaction zones required the 

pile widths to be decreased to 16”.  Also, the pile lengths were shortened to 28’ in order to 

provide sufficient clear distance below the pile tip so as not to interact with the concrete plug in 

the bottom of the test chamber.  A major goal of the project was to design a usable pile, which 

has all the necessary “plumbing” precast within.  Since space was limited inside the piles, the 

pipes and fittings needed to be designed for use during both the jetting and grouting phases. 

4.1 Steel Reinforcement Design 

Structurally, the pile was designed according to Building Code Requirements for Structural 

Concrete (ACI 318-02).  The design was governed by the compressive axial loads to be applied 

during load testing, with an absolute maximum anticipated load of 600 kips.  The minimum 

required column dimensions were determined by the following (ACI Equation 10-2): 

( )[ ]stystgcu AfAAfP +−= '85.08.0 φ     (4-1) 

where  Pu = 600,000 lbs, maximum applied load; φ = 0.65, strength reduction factor for concrete 

in compression (ACI 9.3); f’c = 4,500 psi, concrete compressive strength; Ag = gross cross-

sectional area of pile; Ast = 0.015Ag, total area of longitudinal reinforcement assumed to be 1.5% 

of Ag; and fy = 60,000 psi, yield strength of longitudinal reinforcement.  The results from 

Equation 4-1 required the pile to have a minimum gross cross-sectional area (Ag) of 247 in2.  

Having a cross-sectional area of 256 in2, the selected 16”x16” pile meets this criteria.   

The next step was to determine the amount of longitudinal steel that was needed.  By 

substituting the actual cross-sectional area of the 16” pile (Ag = 256 in2) back into Equation 4-1 
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and solving for Ast, it was determined 3.01 in2 of steel reinforcement was required.   This most 

closely corresponded to the use of four #8 bars having a total cross-sectional area of 3.16 in2.   

Since the pile was a compression member, lateral reinforcement was also required.  Ties, 

instead of spirals, were selected for ease of construction.  According to ACI 7.10.5, lateral ties 

should be at least #3 in size for longitudinal bars #10 or smaller.  Other considerations in 

designing lateral reinforcement are concrete cover and vertical spacing.  ACI 7.7.3 states that at 

least 1.5” of cover are required for members having #6 through #11 longitudinal reinforcement.  

The spacing between each tie, in accordance with ACI 7.10.5, should not exceed the smallest of 

the following: 16 longitudinal bar diameters, 48 tie bar diameters, or smallest dimension of the 

compression member. 

In summary, the pile was designed with four #8 longitudinal rebars located in each corner 

of the reinforcing cage, #3 lateral ties spaced 12.5” on center, and 2” of concrete cover on all 

sides of the pile.  The 2” concrete cover was used rather than the minimum1.5” (as stated in ACI 

7.7.3) because the rebar chairs used to raise the reinforcement cage off the ground during casting 

were not available in the 1.5” height.  Figure 4-1 shows the completed reinforcement cages prior 

to casting. 

 

 
Figure 4-1 Pile reinforcing cages 
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4.2 Jetting Pipe Requirements 

  As previously mentioned, Tsinker discussed a sequence for determining water 

requirement, jetting pipe diameters, and pump capacities based upon tables found in the Marine 

Structures Handbook (1972).  Table 2-1 aided in determining the water flow and head 

requirements based on soil type, pile size, and depth of driving.  Given the test conditions – silty 

sand, 16” pile, 28’ deep – data from Table 2-1 suggested using a 37 mm (1.5”) diameter jet pipe 

with a water flow rate of 0.4 – 1 m3/min (106 – 264 gal/min) and 0.4 – 0.9 Mpa (58 – 116 psi) of 

head at the tip of the pile.  Table 2-2 shows that using a 37 mm diameter jet pipe would produce 

a velocity in excess of 5 m/sec (16.5 ft/sec) and produce head losses in excess of 80 meters.  

According to Tsinker, this velocity was too large due to frictional losses that would occur within 

the pipes and hoses.  Therefore, he suggested increasing the number and/or diameter of the jet 

pipe.  Since space is limited in the pile, adding another pipe was not an option.  The jet pipe 

diameter was increased to 50 mm (2”), which generated a velocity less than 3.5 m/sec (11.5 

ft/sec) and a total flow rate of 25.2 m3/hr (111 gal/min).  Associated head losses were estimated 

to be 35 meters per 100 meters of steel pipe (or 0.35 meters per meter of steel pipe) as shown in 

Table 2-2.  The values for velocity and estimated head loss were deemed acceptable.  Although 

the 111 gal/min flow rate generated from Table 2-2 was within the required range from Table 2-1 

(106-264 gal/min), the research team felt it was too low.  Therefore, when the pump size was 

calculated a water flow rate of 264 gal/min was used.   

4.3 Grouting Pipe Requirements 

The goal of the research is to use compaction grouting to increase the lateral stress within 

the soil surrounding the pile and ultimately to increase the pile’s loading capacity.  In order to 

displace and compact the soil, a stiffer, mortar-like grout was needed.  The pipes used during the 

grouting process needed to have a diameter larger enough to allow the grout to flow easily.  
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Also, hoses, valves, and fittings, and their associated losses, need to be considered in the design 

of the grout delivery system.  According to Baker and Broadrick (1997), 1.5” diameter pipes are 

typically sufficient for shallow compaction grouting applications.  For deeper applications, 3” 

pipes most likely should be utilized.  Due to limited space within the pile and the rather shallow 

depths of grouting (28’), the smaller pipe size was deemed sufficient. 

4.4 Water and Grout Delivery Pipe System Design 

Again, the system of pipes within the pile needed to be sufficient for use during both the 

jetting and grouting phases.  From the discussion above, a single 2” pipe was deemed sufficient 

for the jetting phase.  The pipe would be cast within the pile and exit through the tip.  This pipe 

size would also be sufficient for grouting.  However, it was thought that a single pipe exiting 

only through the pile tip would not provide the desired soil improvement along the pile shaft.  

Additional grout exit ports were needed along the sides of the pile.  Unfortunately, just inserting 

more fittings to provide the additional exit ports along the sides of the pile was not a viable 

option, especially during jetting, because water would be expelled from these ports 

unnecessarily.  The only other option was to add more pipes designated for grouting the desired 

areas along the pile shaft. 

The challenge now was to figure out how to incorporate separate pipe systems in the pile 

without hindering the overall pile strength and constructability.  As shown in Figure 4-2, the UF 

research team determined that a tri-level system (two levels along the pile shaft and one at the 

tip) would maximize the amount of soil improvement from grouting without impeding the 

constructability.  The most obvious solution was to install additional pipes along each side of the 

pile with exit ports at 8’ and 22’.  However, research conducted by Baker and Broadrick 

illustrated that when grouting through a pipe with multiple exit holes, the grout exited only 
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through the upper holes due to less resistance.  In order to ensure the grout exits through the 

lower holes, the pipes controlling the upper and lower grouting zones had to be independent.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4-2 Schematic of grout exit ports along pile shaft 

Several designs were considered but the final design integrated a 5-pipe configuration.  A 

2” diameter pipe was installed at the center of the pile and runs the pile’s entire length.  This pipe 

was designated for jetting and tip grouting.  The four remaining pipes were 1.5” in diameter and 

were designated for grouting the pile perimeter – two for the upper level and two for the lower 

level.  Each of the 1.5” pipes had two exit points on adjacent sides of the pile, meaning there is 

an exit port on all four sides of the pile at both the upper and lower grout levels.  The upper level 

ports exit the pile at a depth of 8’ while the lower level exits 22’ from the top of the pile.   For 

example, if the pipe in the upper left corner of the pile is designated as an upper level grout pipe, 

then the pipe in the lower right corner will also be an upper level grout pipe.  Consequently the 

other two pipes (upper right and lower left) are designated for grouting the lower level zones.  

Grout Exit Ports

16” x 16” x 28’ Pile8’

22’
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Figure 4-3 shows cross-sectional views of the pile at the different depths to offer a better view of 

the exit ports at the upper and lower grout levels. 

 
 
Figure 4-3 Pile cross-section at various depths. A) section at 8 ft. B) section at 22 ft. C) section at 

28 ft (pile tip). 

4.5 Nozzle Design 

As discussed in the previous section, the 2” pipe running down the center of the pile was to 

be used for both jetting and grouting at the tip.  After further evaluation, the research team 

believed the single pipe at the tip of the pile may not provide optimum distribution of grout 

around the entire pile tip.  Therefore, a series of fittings were installed to provide four 2” exit 

ports equally spaced on the bottom of the pile.  During jetting, however, the additional 2” ports 

would cause an extreme pressure loss (i.e. four 2” exit ports being fed by only one 2” pipe).  

Keeping in mind conservation of area, the exit ports needed to be restricted during jetting to 

provide the optimum volume and velocity of water for eroding the soil.  It was an interesting 

dilemma.  What could provide the proper restriction for jetting but also be adjusted to use the full 

2” pipe diameter during grouting?  The most viable solution was a nozzle utilizing an 

expandable, rubber membrane.  With strategically placed holes, the membrane could provide the 
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restriction needed for jetting but would also expand or break to allow the grout to pass through.  

Figure 4-4 shows the bottom of the pile with the rubber nozzles, which had 2” x ½” elliptical 

openings.  It was believed the ellipse would provide sufficient restriction during jetting and 

expansion for grouting. 

 
Figure 4-4 Elliptical jetting nozzles 

4.6 Pile Construction 

Due to quality assurance and budgetary concerns, the piles were constructed onsite by the 

author.  Since the pile design was so customized and included so many parts, constructing them 

onsite provided flexibility to make last minute adjustments before pouring the concrete, without 

accruing additional labor costs.  First, the steel reinforcement was tied together according to the 

design discussed earlier.  Next, the jetting and grouting pipes were assembled and tied into their 

proper positions within the reinforcing cage. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 show the installed pipes with 

corresponding fittings and exit ports.  Short lengths of threaded steel pipe were attached to the 

top of each delivery tube and extended from the tops of the piles as shown in Figure 4-7.  These 

steel pipes were later used to attach fittings and hoses during jetting and grouting.  Figure 4-8 

shows the installation of two vibrating wire strain gages, which were attached to opposite sides 

of the steel reinforcement at the pile midpoint.  These strain gages provided internal strain data 

during the pile load tests.   
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Figure 4-5 Side grout port fittings 

 

 
Figure 4-6 Fittings for jetting and grouting at pile tip 
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Figure 4-7 Steel pipes to attach fittings for jetting and grouting 

 

 
Figure 4-8 Vibrating wire strain gage 

Next, casting forms were constructed and prepped with a chemical to ensure the forms 

would easily release from the cured concrete.  With two of the reinforcing cages in place, the 

concrete forms were secured around them.  Bracing was installed on the forms to support the 

lateral forces from the concrete as shown in Figure 4-9.  The piles were cast and covered with 

plastic to protect them from the weather during the curing process.  Concrete cylinders were also 

cast at that time to help monitor the pile concrete strength while curing.   
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Figure 4-9 Pile casting forms 

About one week later the forms were stripped from the piles.  Initial inspection revealed 

that concrete bled into several of the exit ports along the sides of the piles.  The pipes may not 

have been completely sealed against the concrete forms, allowing some of the concrete to enter.  

Some of the ports were filled more that others, but care was taken to remove as much of the 

concrete as possible.  Most of the ports were cleaned out completely.  Figure 4-10 depicts the 

completed piles. 

 
Figure 4-10 Completed piles
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CHAPTER 5 
TESTING SETUP AND PROCEDURES 

This section will discuss the initial setup and procedures followed during each stage of 

testing – jetting, grouting, and load testing.   

5.1 Jetting 

5.1.1 Jetting Setup 

The pump is one of the most important aspects of the jetting process.  Taking into account 

the head loss through all the pipes, hoses, valves, and fittings, the pump must be properly sized 

to provide sufficient water pressure and volume to effectively erode the soil below the pile.  By 

substituting Q = 264 gal/min, γw = 8.34 lb/gal, Gs = 1.0, and HT = 170 ft into Equation 2-1, it was 

determined that an 11.3 HP pump was needed to jet the piles for this research.  Unfortunately 

pumps are not 100% efficient.  There are losses in the pump due to friction and heat.  Therefore, 

a larger pump is actually needed to produce the required 11.3 HP output.  Since pump 

efficiencies vary, an efficiency of 75% was assumed.  As a result, a 15 HP pump was needed to 

produced an output of 11.3 HP.  Conveniently, the UF Coastal Lab had available an old 16 HP 

centrifugal pump with 4” supply and discharge lines as seen in Figure 5-1a. 

A 2” reduction was needed to transition from the 4” pump discharge to the 2” jetting pipe 

inside the pile.  Not knowing what kind of stress the restriction would put on the pump, a 

network of fittings and valves was constructed to try to control the pressure and volume of water 

flowing to the pile.  A 4” tee fitting was placed just beyond the pump discharge to divert (“bleed-

off”) some of the water back to the 3000-gallon water supply tank.  The remaining water 

continued on to the pile.  Figure 5-1b shows the tee configuration.  Two valves were used to 

control the flow of water to the pile and the amount diverted back to the storage tank.  Moving 

downstream from the 4” tee toward the pile a couple of pipe sections and additional fittings were 
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incorporated to monitor the water pressure and also to introduce air into the jetting process.  As 

discussed in Chapter 2, air jets can sometimes help reduce the volume of water used by helping 

move the water and eroded soil up along the pile shaft more efficiently.  Finally, a 90° elbow, 

having a radius of 16”, was connected to the top of the pile.  This fitting was used to avoid 

kinking the supply hoses and help reduce associated head losses through the bend. 

   A       B 
 

Figure 5-1 A) 16 HP centrifugal pump.  B) 4” tee used to control water flow to pile. 

Another obstacle to overcome was pile handling.  The piles weighed almost 8,000 lbs and 

were 28’ long.  There was no equipment on-hand that could handle that load or accommodate 

that length.  Eventually, a forklift, which was once used in the logging industry, was purchased 

for the project to lift and move the piles.  The forklift was rated at a 22,000 lb capacity with a 

maximum lifting height of 22’.  Steps were taken to accommodate the remaining length of the 

pile.  First, one end of the pile was placed on a large, steel “saw horse” which allowed the pile to 

be lifted about 4’ higher than if it were picked up from the ground.  Also, a 2’-deep hole was dug 

in the test chamber to preset the pile.  Figure 5-2 shows the forklift placing the pile onto the steel 

stand.  With the pile resting on the stand, a steel collar was bolted around the pile to aid in 

stabilizing and controlling the pile penetration during jetting.  The collar could be shifted up and 

to pile 

“bleed-off” 

from pump 
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down the pile to provide additional depth as needed.  The forklift was later modified and used at 

the conclusion of testing to remove the soil from the test chamber and extract the piles.   

5.1.2 Jetting Procedures 

The actual procedures followed during jetting are very simple.  All the water and air hoses 

were connected properly, the pile was lifted into place, the water pump and air compressor were 

started, and the jetting began.  During jetting, the water and air valves were adjusted to maximize 

the pile penetration.  When the pile reached a depth of about 20’ the steel collar was shifted up 

the pile to allow full penetration.  Once the pile reached the proper depth, the valves were closed, 

the pump and compressor were stopped, and the process was complete.  The pile was secured in 

place using chains for at least 24 hours as the jetted material was settling and the water was 

seeping to the bottom of the test chamber.  Using the monitoring wells, the water level in the test 

chamber was observed and controlled as described earlier. 

 
Figure 5-2 Preparing pile for jetting 

5.2 Grouting 

From the previous discussion on compaction grouting, the grout mix is a vital component 

of the success of a grouting project.  Figure 2-3 showed the optimum range for grain-size 
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distribution of a compaction grout.  A few grout mixes from ready-mix companies 

as well as one custom mix were considered for the project.  Small batches of each mix 

design were prepared to observe its texture and behavior during the traditional slump test 

and to cast test cylinders for strength testing.  The final grout selection was a custom mix 

designed by the research team.  The materials were proportioned as follows: 52% sand, 

14% cement, 23% flyash, and 11% water.  Rinker Materials in Gainesville, FL agreed to 

provide the custom grout with a 3” slump.  Figure 5-3 shows the gradation of the selected 

grout mix design with respect to the optimum range described in Chapter 2.   
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Figure 5-3 Gradation curve of final grout mix design 

The high percentage of flyash caused the grout curve to move outside the optimum 

range.  This was not a problem because the higher percentage of fines provided for a 

more dense grout and better pumpability characteristics due the spherical shape of the 

flyash particles.  If the grout gradation curve fell below the optimum range, some 

problems may have arisen. 
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5.2.1 Grouting Setup 

Since grouting is a very sensitive process that requires very expensive and specialized 

equipment, outside help was necessary.  American Geotechnical from Ocala, FL donated their 

expertise, equipment, and personnel to help during this phase of testing.  The actual setup is 

fairly simple: grout pump, hoses and fittings, pressure gages, and grout.   

The perimeter grout pipes were marked at the top of the pile with a “T” or “B” to 

distinguish the upper and lower grout zones.  Of course, the 2” pipe in the center was used for 

grouting the tip.  Specially designed fittings and reducers were attached to the steel pipes 

extending from the top of the pile.  Since pressures during grouting can reach 800-1000 psi, 

special high-pressure hoses, fittings, and clamps must be used.  The grouting crew prepared the 

pump and connected the hoses to the pile. 

Part of the grouting process was to determine a grouting sequence that would optimize the 

soil compaction around the pile.  As described in the pile design, there were three levels of 

grouting pipes.  Similar to the typical Stage down method, it was determined that grouting the 

upper section first would create a barrier or seal around the top of the pile to contain grout that 

may travel up along the pile from the lower zones.   As part of the original proposal, the tip 

grouting would behave similarly to an Osterburg Cell test.  The information gained from the tip 

grouting could be used to help estimate or confirm the pile capacity.  Therefore, it only made 

sense to grout the lower zone along the pile shaft second and the tip last.   

5.2.2 Grouting Procedures 

September 28, 2006 the crew from American Geotechnical arrived on site to begin the 

grouting.  A Schwing 750 grout pump was used to grout the test piles.  The grout was discharged 

from a ready-mix truck into the pump’s hopper, as shown in Figure 5-4, and pumped out of a 5” 

discharge line through a reducer to the 2” and 1 ½” pile grout pipes on top of the piles.  Prior to 
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grouting the piles, slump tests were performed on each batch of grout and 4” x 8” cylinders were 

cast to monitor the grout’s strength before load testing the piles. 

 
Figure 5-4 Loading grout pump hopper 

As stated above, the zones along the pile shaft were grouted first.  The tip of the pile was 

grouted 24 hours later.  If the tip is grouted too soon, the grout around the pile’s perimeter would 

not be strong enough to provide any resistance against the uplift forces.  This 24-hour period 

allowed time for the side grout to initially set, which provided more shaft resistance, and, 

consequently, allowed more grout pressure to be applied at the tip of the pile.  Eventually the 

uplift pressure would overcome the side friction and the pile moved upward.  A gage was placed 

on top of the pile to monitor this movement.   

Pressure readings and the number of pump strokes were recorded throughout the entire 

grouting process,.  The stroke count is important because it is used to calculate the volume of 

grout pumped into the ground.  Each stroke contains a certain volume of grout based on the size 

of the pump’s cylinders.  Multiplying this volume per stroke times the number of strokes yields 

the total grout take for that zone.  The Schwing 750 grout pump used on the project provided 0.8 
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ft3 (5.98 gallons) of grout per stroke.  Also, earth pressure data from the buried pressure cells was 

recorded by the data acquisition system to evaluate the stress zones around the piles.   

The following criteria was established for determining when grouting should be stopped: 

(1) a pressure increase greater than 100 psi with no more grout take, (2) formation of ground 

cracks around the piles, and (3) ¼” vertical pile movement.  If one or more of these criteria were 

met, the grouting was stopped immediately for further investigation, at which point the research 

team evaluated if it was safe to continue grouting.   

5.3 Load Tests 

The load test program for this project was adapted from ASTM D-1143: Standard Test 

Method for Piles Under Static Axial Compressive Load.  A modified Quick Load Test Method as 

described in Section 5.6 of ASTM D-1143 was utilized. 

5.3.1 Load Test Setup 

There are 5 major components to any load test program: pile, reaction system, jack, load 

cell, and settlement monitoring system.  The reaction system included the two 48” reaction 

shafts, 150 ksi stress bars, and a girder rated at 300 tons.  FDOT State Materials Office in 

Gainesville, FL provided the load test girder.  Figure 5-5 shows the girder being supported at 

each end and coupled to the reaction shafts using stress bar extensions, 1½”-thick bearing plates, 

and high-strength nuts.  The girder needed to be raised off the reaction shafts to provide 

sufficient space between the bottom of the girder and the top of the pile for the jack, load cell, 

and bearing plates.  Figure 5-6 shows the placement of the jack and load cell on top of the pile.  

Also shown in Figure 5-6 is the reference beam to which are attached two linear vibrating wire 

displacement transducers (LVWDT) and a digital dial gage (located behind the jack) used to 

monitor the pile top movement during load testing.  Readings from the LVWDTs were recorded 

using a Geokon 401 Portable Readout Unit. 
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In addition, this project used strain gages, installed at the midpoint of each pile, to evaluate 

the mobilized resistance.  Data from these strain gages was recorded with the same data 

acquisition system that was used to monitor the pressure cell readings during the jetting and 

grouting phases.  Load-Displacement curves were generated from the strain gage data and 

compared to the curve generated from the load-displacement data at the top of the pile.  This 

information was used to determine the design capacity of the piles. 

5.3.2 Load Test Procedures 

Each load test was performed at 20 kip loading increments, with each loading applied for 

10 minutes.  Depending on the pile behavior during loading these procedures were modified as 

needed to obtain the best data possible.  First, initial readings (time, load, VWDT1, VWDT2, 

digital dial gage) were taken before the first loading.  Then, the initial load of 20 kips was 

applied and readings were recorded again.  The load was applied for 10 minutes whereupon 

another set of readings was taken.  Finally, the load was increased by 20 kips to a 40 kip load.  

Readings were recorded again and the process was repeated until the pile top moved 1” from its 

initial position. 

 
Figure 5-5 Load test setup 
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Figure 5-6 Load testing equipment, reference beam, and instrumentation 
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CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS 

The following sections describe the results from the first set of jetted-grouted piles, which 

were tested at the end of 2006.  Both piles were tested in the test chamber at the same time.  

They were installed in the eastern and western quadrants of the chamber in line with the reaction 

shafts as shown in Figure 6-1.  This figure shows the exact locations of the piles after they were 

jetted into place.   

 
Figure 6-1 Testing layout 

Since each phase of testing was performed individually the results will be described in that 

manner.  The piles will be referred to as the eastern and western piles.  Referring to Figure 6-1 

above, the eastern pile is the pile on the right side of the tank.  The pipes used in grouting the 

sides of the piles are also referred to by their location on top of the piles.  This information will 

be particularly important in the discussion of grouting and the earth pressure changes gathered by 

the vibrating wire earth pressure cells buried in the test chamber.   

North
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6.1 Jetting Results 

6.1.1 West Pile 

The west pile was the first pile jetted in the test chamber.  As discussed in Chapter 5, the 

following equipment was employed during this activity: a 16 HP centrifugal pump having 4” 

supply and discharge lines; air compressor to aid in the soil removal and reduce the volume of 

water used; four expandable, rubber nozzles to increase the water velocity at the tip of the pile; 

valves to control water and air flow for optimum penetration rate; the large forklift for handling 

the pile; movable steel collar bolted around the pile for added control of pile penetration.  Figure 

6-2 shows the pile being lifted into position before jetting began. 

 
Figure 6-2 Positioning pile for jetting 

Once the water pump and air compressor were started it took approximately 25 minutes for 

the West Pile to reach a depth of 20 feet.  With the current location of the collar, the pile could 

not penetrate any further.  The pile was tied off and the collar was shifted up the pile as shown in 

Figure 6-3.  Meanwhile the pump and compressor continued running so the jetted hole below the 

pile would not fill in.  This process took about 10 minutes and used a significant amount of 
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water.  With the collar repositioned, the jetting continued.  About 10 minutes later the water 

pump stopped because the water tank was empty.  Once the flow of water stopped, the jetting 

channels began closing.  This required the research team to remove the pile from the test 

chamber because it would be impossible to recreate the jetting channels through 20’ of soil with 

only a 16 HP pump. 

 
Figure 6-3 Repositioning steel collar to allow further pile penetration 

As the water tank was being refilled, the pile was inspected for damages.  The research 

team observed that the jetting process had filled the perimeter grout pipes with sand.  These 

pipes had to be flushed before the pile was jetted again.  To prevent this from happening again, 

2”-thick styrofoam plugs were cut and stuffed into each exit port.  The styrofoam would 

hopefully prevent the pipe from becoming clogged with sand while jetting, but could be blown 

out of the pipes during grouting.  With the pile modifications complete and the water tank 

refilled, jetting recommenced. 

Again, once the pile reached a depth of 20’, the steel collar was adjusted to allow further 

penetration.  However, the pile would not penetrate any further under its own weight.  The pile 
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had to be rocked back and forth to assist in lowering it the final seven feet.  This problem was 

attributed to the nozzle design and insufficient water flow rate at deeper depths.  These issues 

were corrected before the next jetting test.  All total, an estimated 3800 gallons of water was 

used in jetting the West Pile.  This was not considered acceptable or reasonable for construction 

in the field. 

6.1.2 East Pile 

The first task before jetting of the East Pile could begin was to redesign the rubber nozzles.  

With the pile lying on it side, the elliptical nozzles were connected to the bottom of the pile.  

Figure 6-4 shows that the ellipse provides sufficient water spray across the bottom of the pile in 

the plane of the larger dimension (2”) but not in the direction of the shorter dimension (½”).  

Several different hole patterns were tested, but the one shown in Figure 6-5 produced the best 

water spray and was used in jetting the East Pile.  Figure 6-6 demonstrates the spray pattern from 

the new nozzles.  

 
Figure 6-4 Spray pattern of elliptical nozzle used in jetting test #1 (west pile) 

Another improvement that was needed from the first jetting test was to increase the water 

flow especially when the pile was deeper in the ground.  This was achieved by renting a larger 

pump.  The new pump, shown in Figure 6-7, was powered by a 100 HP diesel engine.  All the 

hoses and valves remained the same. 
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Figure 6-5 New nozzle design 

 

 
Figure 6-6 Spray pattern of new nozzle used in jetting test #2 (east pile) 

 

With the necessary improvements made jetting of the east pile began.  As soon as the 

pump and compressor were started the pile began sinking into the soil.  In less than 2 minutes the 

pile reached the 20’ mark.  Penetration stopped long enough to reposition the steel collar.  Once 

the collar was retightened the pile was lowered to its final depth, whereupon, the pump and 

compressor were shut off and the pile was supported while the jetted material settled.  From 

beginning to end, the eastern pile was jetted to 27’ in 7.5 minutes and only used an estimated 
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1500 gallons of water (a 75% reduction in water usage from Test 1).  Obviously the larger pump 

and new nozzle design made significant improvements to the jetting results. 

 

 
Figure 6-7 Water pump setup for jetting tests 

6.1.3 Jetting Summary 

There was an obvious difference in the performance of the two jetting tests.  However, it 

cannot be concluded which of the changes that were made brought about the most improvement.  

The pump sizes were significantly different.  Similarly, there was a significant difference in the 

spray patterns of the two nozzle designs used in the tests.  Unfortunately, water flow rates were 

not measured during these tests.  This information may have offered some insight regarding any 

improvement due to the pump size.   

Another issue that arose was the accumulation of sand in the perimeter grout pipes during 

the jetting process.  This problem was noticed during the first jetting test when the West Pile had 

to be removed from the test chamber after the water storage tank was pumped dry.  The pipes 

were flushed and plugged with 2”-thick styrofoam.  Even with the plugs in place some sand did 

infiltrate the perimeter grout pipes of the West Pile.  These pipes were flushed again once the 

Water Pump – Test 2 

Water Pump – Test 1

3000 gal. Water Tank 

Air Inlet 
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pile was jetted in place by inserting a garden hose into the top of each pipe and allowing the 

water to bring the material to the surface.  Unfortunately, with the configuration of exit port 

fittings inside the pile, there was no guarantee that all the exit ports were completely cleared.   

6.2 Grouting Results 

As described in Chapter 5, the upper zones (at a depth of 8’) were grouted first, followed 

by the lower zones (around a depth of 22’), and then finally the tip.  At the conclusion of all 

testing, the piles were extracted from the test chamber to examine the grout bulbs that formed 

during grouting.  The following sections discuss the results of the grouting experiments. 

6.2.1 Upper Level Grouting 

Grouting of the upper level grout pipes began around 9 AM.  The sequence for grouting 

the upper zones was arbitrarily selected as follows (see Figure 6-1):  East Pile – North Pipe, East 

Pile – South Pipe, West Pile – West Pipe, West Pile – East Pipe.  There is no scientific reason for 

why the locations of the grout pipes are different on each pile.  This is just how the piles were 

installed.  Once the grout pump was primed and ready, the hose was connected to the East Pile–

North Pipe as shown in Figure 6-8 and grouting began.  Grouting stopped when the ground 

heaved and a 3/8” ground crack formed near the pile.  When grouting began on the East Pile–

South Pipe there was a slight jump in pressure initially that was attributed to blowing out the 

styrofoam plug.  Once the plug was out, the pressure returned to zero and grouting continued as 

planned.  Grouting ceased when another ¼” ground crack formed near the pile.   

Once the grouting was complete on the East Pile all the hoses and fittings were connected 

to the West Pile for grouting.  The West Pipe was grouted first followed by the East Pipe.  

Grouting of the West Pile–West Pipe stopped when small ground cracks formed near the pile.  

The grout hose was then connected to the East Pipe.  Immediately when grouting began on the 

East Pipe, pressures greater than 200 psi registered on the gage.  The hose was disconnected, 
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checked for clogs, and reconnected to the East Pipe.  Soon after grouting recommenced the 

pressure rapidly increased beyond 200 psi again.  Grouting stopped at once.  After further 

investigation, the research team was still uncertain what caused the sharp pressure increase.  

Table 6.1 shows the recorded pressures and grout take for each pipe during the upper level 

grouting. 

 
Figure 6-8 Connecting the grout hose to the pile 

 

Also of interest was the change in earth pressure readings from the pressure cells around 

the piles.  As discussed in Chapter 3, the pressure cells were installed at the North, South, East, 

and West nodes of the test chamber and at levels corresponding to the elevations of the grout exit 

ports along the sides of the piles (refer back to Figure 3-8).  Figure 6-9 shows the changes in 

earth pressure recorded by the upper layer of pressure cells during the upper level grouting 

process.  The figure is marked to depict the results corresponding the grouting sequence. 

Excavation of the upper grout zones revealed that the grout was not uniformly distributed 

around either of the piles.  On the East pile, the grout exited from only one of the ports on the 

North Pipe and differing volumes of grout were expelled from the two ports on the South Pipe as 
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A B 

seen in Figure 6-10a.  Figure 6-10b shows that grout was expelled from only one exit port around 

the West Pile.  It was also noted that there was no bonding between the grout and the piles. 

 

  
Figure 6-9 Changes in earth pressure during upper level grouting 

 

 

 
Figure 6-10 Upper level grout bulbs.  A) east pile.  B) west pile. 
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6.2.2 Lower Level Grouting 

To allow a little time for the upper grout to stiffen, grouting of the lower level grout pipes 

began several hour after the completion of the upper grouting.  The sequence for grouting the 

lower zones was arbitrarily selected as follows (see Figure 6-1):  East Pile – East Pipe, East Pile 

– West Pipe, West Pile – North Pipe, West Pile – South Pipe.  Grouting of the East Pile–East 

Pipe stopped when grout started oozing out of the top of the West Pipe as shown in Figure 6-11.  

When grouting began on the East Pile–West Pipe grout immediately began escaping from the 

East Pipe.  Grouting ceased and the hose was then connected the West Pile–North Pipe.  After 2 

pump strokes the pressure jumped over 200 psi.  The hose was disconnected and the gage was 

disassembled to check for clogging.  When the hose was reconnected to the West Pile–North 

Pipe and grouting was initiated the pressure immediately spiked again, so grouting was stopped.  

Similar results occurred in the West Pile–South Pipe.  After one pump stroke the pressure 

jumped to 300 psi.  The pressure was released and the pump operator tried grouting the pipe 

again.  This time the pressure gage blew off the hose.  The union connecting the gage to the 

grout pipe was stripped and could not withstand the pressure.  At that point grouting was 

stopped. 

 
Figure 6-11 Grout channel formed between two grout pipes 
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Excavation of the lower grout zones again revealed that the grout was not uniformly 

distributed around either of the piles.  On the East pile, the grout exited from only two of the four 

ports – one port on each the East and West grout pipes.  Figure 6-12 shows the grout bulb on the 

East Pile.  The bulb was approximately 30” in diameter, 4.5’ tall, and had a volume of 24 ft3 

(179.5 gallons).  Also, it seemed the grout was pretty well bonded to the pile around 80% of the 

visible grout-pile interface.  All of the “unbonded” areas were along the bottom of the grout bulb.  

After seeing the grout formation it became apparent how the grout had formed a channel 

connecting the East and West Pipes.  The two grout ports from which the grout was expelled 

were on adjacent sides of the pile.  As the grout traveled around the corner of the pile, the exit 

ports were connected to the same grout bulb.  The open pipes provided a path of least resistance 

causing the grout to be expelled from the top of the pile.  In hindsight the pipes should have been 

capped to force the grout to find another path.  This may have increased the grout take in this 

zone and increased the size of the grout bulb. 

 
Figure 6-12 Lower grout bulb on east pile 
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As expected from the grout take information recorded, the grout bulb around the West Pile 

was very small as shown in Figure 6-13.  Although the root cause for these results is unknown, 

several possibilities exist: difficulty overcoming the increased soil pressure around the pile 

induced during the grouting of the East Pile; clogged grout pipes despite flushing them with 

water; the water remaining in the grout pipes from the “flushing” process created an 

incompressible barrier behind the styrofoam plug, which could not be forced out quickly enough; 

or a poor pressure gage setup that may have created a clog in the grout hose before the grout 

reached the pile.  The most likely causes are those associated with sand and water remaining in 

the grout pipes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 6-13 Lower grout bulb on west pile 

 

The pressure and grout take data recorded during this activity is shown in Table 6-1 and 

Figure 6-14 shows the changes in earth pressure recorded by the pressure cells installed near the 

lower grout exit ports (at a depth of 22’). 
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Figure 6-14 Changes in earth pressure during lower level grouting 

6.2.3 Tip Grouting 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the tips of the piles were grouted 24 hours after the sides were 

grouted.  The tip of the East Pile was grouted first.  After 18 pump strokes, 1/8” of pile 

movement was observed.  This did not meet the stopping criteria, so grouting continued.  After 

31 strokes, however, the pile had move ¼” and ground cracks began forming around the pile.  

Grouting was stopped.  The pressure readings recorded during this activity may be inaccurate by 

10-20 psi.  After the gage blew apart in the previous grouting experiment, a new gage was 

installed.  However, a member of the grouting crew mistakenly used a 5000 psi gage, which was 

divided into 100 psi increments. 

Upon completion of the East Pile, grouting began on the tip of the West Pile.  Immediately 

the pressure spiked to 400 psi.  The pressure was released and reapplied, and again the pressure 

shot up to 450 psi.  To avoid any potential problems or danger to personnel grouting was 

stopped.  No grout take was recorded and there was no pile movement. 
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Excavation of the East Pile tip revealed a large grout bulb having a volume of almost 25 ft3 

(187 gallons) as seen in Figure 6-15.  Figure 6-16 shows the tip of the West Pile upon extraction.  

Since there was no grout take on the West Pile, there was no grout bulb.  In looking more closely 

at the exit ports at the tip of the West Pile, sand was packed tightly in the four pipes behind the 

rubber nozzle.  It is not certain if the sand is the only reason no grout exited the pile because the 

pipe was mostly filled with water and no grout was seen in the pipe when the hose was removed 

from the pile.  Once again the fitting configuration may have hindered the flushing process. 

The pressure and grout take data were recorded in Table 6-1 and Figure 6-17 shows the 

changes in earth pressure recorded by the horizontal pressure cell beneath the tip of the East Pile 

as well as the lower level pressure cells at a depth of 22’. 

 
Figure 6-15 Grout bulb at the tip of the east pile 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6-16 Tip of west pile upon extraction 

Lower Level Grout 

Tip Grout
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Figure 6-17 Changes in earth pressures during tip grouting 

6.2.4 Grouting Summary 

Similar to the jetting tests, there was a distinct difference in the grouting results between 

the two piles.  While the grout take around the East Pile was fairly significant, almost no 

improvement was observed on the West Pile.  The poor grouting results for the West Pile are 

largely attributed to the issues associated with jetting, namely the infiltration of sand into the 

perimeter grout pipes.  Although the pipes were flushed out, some sand may have remained in 

the pipes along with the water.  It is believed that the water remaining in the grout pipes may 

have acted as an incompressible barrier between the grout and the styrofoam plug.  The plug 

would not allow the water to escape quickly enough, therefore, the pressure readings spiked 

immediately.  This would also help explain why no grout was observed in several of the grout 

pipes when the hoses were removed. 

There was one issue that was common to both grouting tests – the grout did not exit from 

all of the perimeter grout ports.  In designing the perimeter pipe fittings, the research team 
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thought the two exit ports at roughly the same elevation on each grout pipe would maximize the 

soil improvement around the entire pile at that level.  Based on the test results, it seems the 

fitting configurations could be simplified to only one exit port per grout pipe as long as proper 

measures are taken to ensure the pipes do not get clogged during jetting. 

Although the effects may have been minor, it is believed that the pressure gage setup was 

not the best for this type of application.  Figure 6-18 shows the pressure gage used during the 

grouting test.  So the pressure gage does not get clogged with granular material, it is separated 

from the grout flow by a rubber membrane within the union.  Between the membrane and the 

pressure gage is an incompressible fluid for example hydraulic fluid.  As the grout flows through 

the T-fitting and past the membrane, the grout pressure is transferred through the fluid to the 

pressure gage.  Over time, however, grout collects behind the rubber membrane (indicated in 

Figure 6-18 by the red oval), which may affect the pressure readings and impede or block the 

flow of grout.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6-18 Grout pressure gage setup 

Fluid-filled pipe
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Table 6-1 Grouting Data  

 

6.3 Load Testing Results 

The load tests performed were adapted from ASTM D-1143 as described in Chapter 5.  A 

modified quick test was utilized.  The pile head movement was monitored by two linear vibrating 

wire displacement transducers (LVWDT) and a digital dial gage.  Strain gages were embedded at 

the pile midpoint to analyze the load transfer through the soil.  Figures 6-19 and 6-20 depict the 

load-displacement behavior of the East and West Piles, respectively, during load testing.  The 

blue line represents the measured movement of the top of the pile and the orange line depicts the 

loading curve at the pile midpoint calculated from the strain gage data.  Using the load test 

Max. Grout 
Pressure (psi)

# of 
Strokes

Grout 
Take 

(gallons)
Remarks

North Pipe 20 10 59.8 grouting stopped when 3/8" ground crack 
formed 

South 
Pipe 45 9 53.8 grouting stopped when 1/4" ground crack 

formed 

East Pipe 30 29 173.4 grouting stopped when grout came up 
through the West Pipe

West Pipe 40 1 6.0 grouting stopped when grout came up 
through the East Pipe

120-150 31 185.4
1/8" pile movement @ 18 stroke; 1/4" 
movement @ 31 strokes; 1/8" ground 
cracks formed around pile

West Pipe 60 5 29.9 grouting stopped when small ground 
cracks formed

East Pipe >200 1.5 9.0 sharp pressure increase, pipe may have 
clogged

North Pipe 200 2 12.0
grout build-up in gage saver gave incorrect 
readings; pressure gage was 
disassembled and cleaned

South 
Pipe 150 1 6.0 grouting stopped when gage blew apart; 

caused by a stripped fitting

400 0 0.0 no grout take; no visible pile movement
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curves, the following Davisson capacities were generated for each pile: East Pile = 140 kips and 

West Pile = 42 kips.  The raw data from the tests is included in Appendix C. 

Figure 6-19 shows that the load at the midpoint of the East Pile, which was calculated from 

the strain gage data, was higher than the actual applied load.  Theoretically, the load dissipates 

with depth.  In this case, however, there are a couple of components that may have contributed to 

this behavior.  If the pile was not perfectly aligned and plumb, some bending stresses would 

result from eccentric loading.  Also the grouting process may have induced compressive stresses 

in the pile prior to load testing.  Each of these scenarios could potentially create higher stresses at 

the pile midpoint. 

 

 
Figure 6-19 Load test curve for east pile 
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Figure 6-20 Load test curve for west pile 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 

7.1 Summary 

The field results of a full-scale deep foundation testing program on the installation of 

reinforced concrete piles utilizing jetting and compaction grouting have been presented.  Two 

piles were designed, constructed, and tested.  The piles were designed to contain all the 

necessary plumbing for jetting installation and post compaction grouting along the shaft and 

below the tip.  Upon completion of the grouting phase, a static axial compressive load test was 

performed on each pile to determine their capacities.  Finally, the piles were excavated to 

observe the grout behavior.   

Several problems were encountered while testing the West Pile such as insufficient water 

flow rate, nozzle design, and clogged grout pipes.  Consequently, only 7.6 ft3 (56.9 gallons) of 

grout could be pumped around the pile.  Upon loading, the Davisson capacity of the pile was 

only 42 kips.  Changes were made prior to testing the East Pile, which greatly improved the 

results (larger pump, new nozzles, and plugs for the grout pipes).  A total of 64 ft3 (478.8 

gallons) of grout was pumped around the East Pile.  Its Davisson capacity was determined to be 

140 kips, a 230% increase over that of the West Pile.  

7.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The concept of designing a pile with a self-contained jetting and grouting system is 

feasible and can produce desired results.  However, some changes need to be made to the current 

design to improve results. 

• Care needs to be taken to protect the side grout ports from becoming clogged during 
jetting.  While jetting the West Pile, the side grout pipes became clogged with sand.  Steps 
were taken to clear the sand before grouting, but the overall test results were not good.  

• Water flow rates should be monitored in subsequent jetting tests.   
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• In regards to the internal plumbing, the phrase “the simpler the better” is pertinent.  Each 
side grout pipe had two exit ports, but in every case except one (upper lever East Pile–
South Pipe) the grout exited through only one of the exit ports.  Also, the bends and fittings 
made if difficult to clean out the pipes when necessary.  The grout pipe design most likely 
needs to be simplified to one exit port per grout pipe.  

• The grout pipes need to be emptied of as much water as possible.  During grouting the 
water may hinder the flow of grout.  The added water could also cause the grout mix to 
segregate in the pipe, potentially causing a sand block.   

• An alternative pressure gage setup needs to be evaluated.  The T-fitting provides an 
opportunity for blockage and possible faulty readings.  The optimum design should allow 
unimpeded travel of the grout through the gage.   

• Although the East Pile performed fairly well, the capacity could probably be improved.  
The grout bulb typically stayed near the injection point, which is characteristic of 
compaction grouting.  However, if the grout could travel farther up along the pile, the 
capacity may increase.  If uncontained the grout will follow the path of least resistance, 
which may not necessarily be along the shaft of the pile.  However, if the grout flow can be 
contained or directed, the soil improvement around the pile could be controlled better.  One 
option is to wrap the pile with an expandable membrane, which would help direct the flow 
of grout, allow expansion of the grout bulb, ensure better bonding between the pile and 
grout, and offer protection against clogging the perimeter grout pipes during jetting. 
 

The knowledge gained from the two pile tests discussed within was invaluable.  However, 

further testing is needed to gain more knowledge on how the different stages of testing affect the 

overall pile capacity.  Further testing is also needed to develop necessary design guidelines. 
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APPENDIX A 
PILE CAPACITY ESTIMATION 
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Florida Bridge Software Institute                       Date: June 28, 2007 
Shaft and Pile Analysis (FB-Deep v.1.22)               Time: 07:45:35 
______________________________________________________________________________
___ 
  
General Information: 
==================== 
  Input file: .....ile\Full-Scale Testing\Pile Set 1\Load Test\Est. Pile Cap..spc 
  Project number:            
  Job name: jet-grout 
  Engineer: rhf 
  Units: English 
 
 
 
 
 
Soil Information: 
================= 
  Boring date: 3/29/07,    Boring number: 1 
  Station number and offset:  
  Ground Elevation: 0.000(ft) 
  Hammer type: Safety Hammer 
 
   ID     Depth      No. of Blows          Soil Type 
           (ft)       (Blows/ft)                     
  ----- ------------ -------------- ------------------------------- 
      1        0.000        5.000    3- Clean sand 
      2       33.000        5.000    3- Clean sand 
      3       42.000       25.000    4- Lime Stone/Very shelly sand 
 
 
                   Blowcount Average Per Soil Layer 
                   -------------------------------- 
 
Layer      Starting        Bottom      Thickness       Average             Soil Type 
Num.      Elevation    levation                            Blowcount 
                (ft)          (ft)              (ft)                 (Blows/ft)                     
-----         ----------       ----------      ----------        -------------        -------------------------------- 
 1             0.00           -42.00         42.00             5.00                   3   Clean Sand 
 2            -42.00           -42.00         0.00               25.00                 4   Limestone, Very Shelly Sand 
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Driven Pile Data: 
================= 
Pile unit weight = 150.00(pcf), Section Type: Square 
Pile Geometry: 
-------------- 
Width     Length   Tip Elev. 
      (in)          (ft)          (ft)  
 ----------     ----------       ---------- 
   16.00         28.00          -28.00 
 
 
 Driven Pile Capacity: 
===================== 
                        Section Type:  Square 
                        Pile Width:    16.00 
 
 
 Test            Pile    Ultimate   Mobilized   Estimated   Allowable         Ultimate  
 Pile          Width        Side                    End     Davisson        Pile             Pile    
 Length                          Friction           Bearing    Capacity    Capacity      capacity   
   (ft)           (in)              (tons)                 (tons)     (tons)      (tons)           (tons) 
  -----            ------              ----------                ----------   ----------   ---------
-        ---------- 
   28.0          16.0                14.19                    9.48        23.67       11.83            
42.63 
 
   NOTES ------- 
   1. MOBILIZED END BEARING IS 1/3 OF THE ORIGINAL RB-121 VALUES. 
   2. DAVISSON PILE CAPACITY IS AN ESTIMATE BASED ON FAILURE CRITERIA, 
      AND EQUALS ULTIMATE SIDE FRICTION PLUS MOBILIZED END BEARING, 
MINUS PILE WEIGHT. 
   3. ALLOWABLE PILE CAPACITY IS 1/2 THE DAVISSON PILE CAPACITY. 
   4. ULTIMATE PILE CAPACITY IS ULTIMATE SIDE FRICTION PLUS  
      3 x THE MOBILIZED END BEARING, MINUS PILE WEIGHT. 
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APPENDIX B 
CONCRETE AND GROUT DATA 

 

 
Figure B-1 Pile concrete strength envelope 

 

 
Figure B-2 Test chamber plug 28 day concrete strength 
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Figure B-3 East reaction shaft 28 day concrete strength 

 

 
Figure B-4 West reaction shaft 28 day concrete strength 
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Figure B-5 Proportions of final grout mix 
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APPENDIX C 
RAW LOAD TEST DATA 

 

Table C-1 Raw Load Test Data for West Pile 
 

 

 

Date:
Location of Instuments on Pile:

Start Time: LVDT 1 = North
LVDT 2 = South

End Time: Dial gage = East

(lbs) (kips) Reading ∆ Reading ∆
0 0 3013 0 2979 0 0 0

20000 20 3027 0.0133042 3004 0.02344 0.0184 0.0224
20000 20 3052 0.0370617 3007 0.0262528 0.0317 0.0235
40000 40 3317 0.2888912 3295 0.2962816 0.2926 0.277
40000 40 3347 0.3174002 3325 0.3244096 0.3209 0.3123
60000 60 3912 0.8543197 3965 0.9244736 0.8894 0.846
60000 60 4118 1.0500815 4110 1.0604256 1.0553 > .8907 lost contact with top of pile
74000 74 4864 1.7590053 4919 1.818944 1.7890 > 1.8
60275 60.275 4986 1.8749419 4982 1.8780128 1.8765 0 new zero
60275 60.275 4986 1.8749419 4983 1.8789504 1.8769 -0.0011
40000 40 4983 1.872091 4979 1.8752 1.8736 -0.0041
40000 40 4983 1.872091 4979 1.8752 1.8736 -0.0046
20000 20 4971 1.8606874 4966 1.8630112 1.8618 -0.0175
20000 20 4969 1.8587868 4962 1.8592608 1.8590 -0.0176

0 0 4950 1.8407311 4941 1.8395712 1.8402 -0.0343
0 0 4947 1.8378802 4938 1.8367584 1.8373 -0.0376

Avg. LVDT 
Displacem

Load

12-Dec-06

LVDT 2LVDT 1

11:55

12:49

Dial Gage
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Table C-2 Raw Load Test Data for East Pile 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date:
Location of Instuments on Pile:

Start Time: LVDT 1 = North
LVDT 2 = South

End Time: Dial gage = West

(lbs) (kips) Reading ∆ Reading ∆
0 0 3284 0 3439 0 0 0 0

20000 20 3290 0.0056256 3446 0.0066521 0.0061389 0.0056 0.0059592
20000 20 3292 0.0075008 3447 0.0076024 0.0075516 0.0072 0.0074344
40000 40 3317 0.0309408 3470 0.0294593 0.0302001 0.0291 0.0298334
40000 40 3325 0.0384416 3478 0.0370617 0.0377517 0.0382 0.0379011
60000 60 3354 0.065632 3506 0.0636701 0.0646511 0.0671 0.0654674
60000 60 3368 0.0787584 3520 0.0769743 0.0778664 0.078 0.0779109
80000 80 3396 0.1050112 3548 0.1035827 0.104297 0.1085 0.105698
80000 80 3419 0.126576 3569 0.123539 0.1250575 0.126 0.1253717
100000 100 3453 0.1584544 3606 0.1587001 0.1585773 0.1637 0.1602848
100000 100 3548 0.2475264 3699 0.247078 0.2473022 0.25 0.2482015
120000 120 3616 0.3112832 3769 0.313599 0.3124411 0.3172 0.3140274
120000 120 3684 0.37504 3828 0.3696667 0.3723534 0.3771 0.3739356
140000 140 3790 0.4744256 3925 0.4618458 0.4681357 0.4766 0.4709571
140000 140 3922 0.5981888 4063 0.5929872 0.595588 0.601 0.597392
160000 160 4074 0.740704 4230 0.7516873 0.7461957 0.7689 0.7537638
160000 160 4224 0.881344 4370 0.8847293 0.8830367 0.915 0.8936911
87800 87.8 4266 0.9207232 4401 0.9141886 0.9174559 0.9171 0.9173373
87000 87 4263 0.9179104 4400 0.9132383 0.9155744 0.9135 0.9148829
40000 40 4230 0.8869696 4368 0.8828287 0.8848992 0.8846 0.8847994
40600 40.6 4228 0.8850944 4367 0.8818784 0.8834864 0.8827 0.8832243
19600 19.6 4200 0.8588416 4340 0.8562203 0.857531 0.8578 0.8576206
20000 20 4198 0.8569664 4390 0.9037353 0.8803509 0.8567 0.8724672

0 0 4181 0.8410272 4305 0.8229598 0.8319935 0.8287 0.8308957

Avg. 
Displ.Dial GageAvg. LVDT 

Displacem
Load

05-Dec-06

LVDT 2LVDT 1

10:45 AM

12:30 PM
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Table C-3 Strain Gage Data from West Pile 

Actual Elapsed Raw µε Raw µε
1152 0.25 866.7871 0 861.816 0
1152 0.5 866.7755 -0.036706 861.7648 -0.162087
1152 0.75 866.782 -0.016035 861.7857 -0.095822
1153 1 866.7919 0.015069 861.8177 0.005409
1153 1.25 866.2602 -1.667813 860.108 -5.406241
1153 1.5 866.1672 -1.962042 859.7969 -6.390739
1153 1.75 866.1732 -1.943303 859.5279 -7.242323
1154 2 866.1619 -1.97885 859.5143 -7.285211
1154 2.25 866.1677 -1.96069 859.4957 -7.344327
1154 2.5 866.1554 0 859.5153 0
1154 2.75 866.2495 0.297706 859.5012 -0.04482
1155 3 866.2111 0.176383 859.4879 -0.086936
1155 3.25 866.2434 0.278581 859.4949 -0.064719
1155 3.5 866.1987 0.137165 859.4702 -0.142768
1155 3.75 866.2094 0.17078 859.5136 -0.005409
1156 4 866.2507 0.301763 859.4634 -0.164405
1156 4.25 866.2186 0.200145 859.4595 -0.176769
1156 4.5 866.1818 0.083458 859.4704 -0.142188
1156 4.75 866.259 0.327844 859.4776 -0.119392
1157 5 866.2672 0.353925 859.4827 -0.103357
1157 5.25 866.2195 0.203043 859.4604 -0.173678
1157 5.5 866.1786 0.073606 859.4521 -0.200145
1157 5.75 866.1753 0.06298 859.4593 -0.177349
1158 6 866.2648 0.34639 859.4616 -0.170008
1158 6.25 866.2176 0.196861 859.4653 -0.158223
1158 6.5 866.1837 0.08964 859.4043 -0.351413
1158 6.75 866.2045 0.155325 859.3796 -0.429656
1159 7 866.2623 0.33847 859.4307 -0.267762
1159 7.25 866.1948 0.124801 859.3521 -0.516591
1159 7.5 866.2515 0.304082 859.3607 -0.489351
1159 7.75 866.1889 0.106062 859.4157 -0.315287
1200 8 866.1777 0.070515 859.3552 -0.506738
1200 8.25 866.2576 0.323401 859.3826 -0.419996
1200 8.5 866.183 0.087322 859.3937 -0.384835
1200 8.75 866.2396 0.266603 859.3857 -0.410143
1201 9 866.231 0.239363 859.3128 -0.641006
1201 9.25 866.2672 0.353925 859.2116 -0.961316
1201 9.5 866.2642 0.344265 859.3404 -0.553684
1202 9.75 866.2656 0.348902 859.2527 -0.831105
1202 10 866.2277 0.228737 859.2204 -0.933496
1202 10.25 866.2504 0.300604 859.2246 -0.920166
1202 10.5 866.2347 0.251148 859.2576 -0.81565
1203 10.75 866.1801 0.078242 859.223 -0.925382
1203 11 866.2186 0.200145 859.1017 -1.309252
1203 11.25 866.1984 0.136006 859.0608 -1.438689
1203 11.5 866.207 0.163439 859.0995 -1.316013

Strain Gage Data
Ch. 13 Ch. 14Time
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Table C-3 Continued 

 
 

 

1204 11.75 866.2267 0.225646 859.1066 -1.293796
1204 12 866.2531 0.309105 859.0623 -1.433859
1204 12.25 866.2625 0.339049 859.1351 -1.203576
1204 12.5 866.0096 -0.461339 856.0026 -11.11869
1205 12.75 866.0535 -0.322628 852.8634 -21.05486
1205 13 866.2785 0.389665 902.4064 135.7601
1205 13.25 866.3381 0.578412 880.6433 66.87499
1205 13.5 866.4088 0.802127 887.8035 89.53855
1206 13.75 866.437 0.891187 880.5878 66.69938
1206 14 866.4857 1.045547 880.6132 66.77975
1206 14.25 866.5287 1.181746 909.8691 159.3813
1206 14.5 866.5472 1.240089 887.8109 89.56192
1207 14.75 866.5659 1.299399 895.0378 112.437
1207 15 866.5982 1.401597 880.657 66.91846
1207 15.25 866.5906 1.377448 880.599 66.73474
1207 15.5 866.6319 1.508238 880.5865 66.69513
1208 15.75 866.6249 1.486021 880.6018 66.74362
1208 16 866.6722 1.635937 880.5788 66.67079
1208 16.25 866.6552 1.582036 873.4775 44.19366
1208 16.5 866.6998 1.723259 880.6117 66.77492
1209 16.75 866.6691 1.626084 873.478 44.19502
1209 17 866.7383 1.844969 880.5786 66.67021
1209 17.25 866.7255 1.804399 873.4854 44.21858
1210 17.5 866.7241 1.800148 866.4678 22.00613
1210 17.75 866.781 1.980202 873.4886 44.22863
1210 18 866.7434 1.861197 873.4931 44.24293
1210 18.25 866.6904 1.693314 866.4431 21.92789
1211 18.5 866.7199 1.786818 866.4639 21.99376
1211 18.75 866.7128 1.764408 866.4409 21.92093
1211 19 866.7288 1.815024 866.4393 21.9161
1211 19.25 866.7284 1.813672 873.4866 44.22226
1212 19.5 866.7253 1.803819 873.4788 44.19772
1212 19.75 866.7861 1.99643 866.4194 21.85312
1212 20 866.8135 2.083172 873.4633 44.14846
1212 20.25 866.8143 2.085684 866.4485 21.94527
1213 20.5 866.7477 1.874913 866.4497 21.94894
1213 20.75 866.7943 2.022124 873.4212 44.01535
1213 21 866.7463 1.87047 866.4353 21.90335
1213 21.25 866.7944 2.022704 866.4549 21.96537
1214 21.5 866.7662 1.93345 866.4459 21.93697
1214 21.75 866.7404 1.85173 873.467 44.16024
1214 22 866.7344 1.832604 866.4563 21.96981
1214 22.25 866.811 2.075058 866.431 21.88983
1215 22.5 866.754 1.894812 866.4434 21.92905
1215 22.75 866.7885 2.003964 866.4353 21.90335
1215 23 866.7686 1.940984 866.4276 21.87901
1215 23.25 866.8179 2.097082 852.655 -21.7146
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 Table C-3 Continued 

 

1216 23.5 865.8491 -0.969623 850.6776 -27.97339
1216 23.75 865.8678 -0.910313 848.4103 -35.14984
1216 24 866.1178 -0.119005 848.3454 -35.35539
1216 24.25 866.1881 0.10355 848.2668 -35.60422
1217 24.5 866.3815 0.715771 848.1414 -36.00104
1217 24.75 866.4373 0.892347 848.1721 -35.90405
1217 25 866.572 1.318718 848.1002 -36.13144
1217 25.25 866.5766 1.333207 847.806 -37.06262
1218 25.5 866.6187 1.466509 847.9507 -36.60456
1218 25.75 866.6851 1.6767 848.063 -36.24929
1218 26 866.7969 2.030625 848.063 -36.24929
1218 26.25 866.7528 1.890948 848.0244 -36.37158
1219 26.5 866.7625 1.921665 848.027 -36.36327
1219 26.75 866.754 1.894812 847.99 -36.48034
1219 27 866.8409 2.169915 848.0687 -36.23113
1219 27.25 866.7412 1.854242 847.872 -36.85378
1220 27.5 866.8542 2.211837 847.7714 -37.17235
1220 27.75 866.7613 1.917801 847.9019 -36.75912
1220 28 866.7944 2.022704 847.7668 -37.18684
1220 28.25 866.7784 1.972088 847.7877 -37.12058
1221 28.5 866.8825 2.301478 847.7858 -37.12656
1221 28.75 866.8215 2.10848 847.7003 -37.39742
1221 29 866.2249 0.220044 846.2662 -41.93662
1221 29.25 866.143 -0.039218 851.9489 -23.94962
1222 29.5 866.1978 0.134074 843.956 -49.24888
1222 29.75 866.2257 0.222555 842.8655 -52.70042
1222 30 866.725 1.803046 844.0528 -48.94248
1222 30.25 866.98 2.610196 844.2156 -48.42705
1223 30.5 867.5557 4.432175 844.8751 -46.33982
1223 30.75 867.5341 4.363785 845.0408 -45.8153
1223 31 867.4591 4.126548 845.1442 -45.48804
1223 31.25 868.0524 6.004359 845.0793 -45.6934
1224 31.5 868.1014 6.15949 845.0786 -45.69572
1224 31.75 868.1337 6.261881 845.0639 -45.74208
1224 32 868.3556 6.964129 845.2191 -45.2508
1224 32.25 868.3953 7.089896 845.1636 -45.4266
1225 32.5 868.3516 6.951571 845.2509 -45.15015
1225 32.75 868.3403 6.915831 845.2329 -45.20714
1225 33 868.3962 7.0926 845.2788 -45.06186
1225 33.25 868.3643 6.991562 845.2876 -45.03404
1226 33.5 868.3663 6.997937 845.3749 -44.75778
1226 33.75 868.3571 6.968958 845.4077 -44.65384
1226 34 868.4034 7.115397 846.1008 -42.46017
1226 34.25 868.3715 7.014551 845.3557 -44.81844
1227 34.5 868.3724 7.017256 846.131 -42.36454
1227 34.75 868.3737 7.021506 846.142 -42.32957
1227 35 868.432 7.206003 846.1749 -42.22544
1227 35.25 868.4103 7.137227 846.1835 -42.19839
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 Table C-3 Continued 

 

1228 35.5 868.3778 7.03445 846.1728 -42.2322
1228 35.75 868.4247 7.18282 846.1993 -42.14816
1228 36 868.4198 7.167365 846.1891 -42.18043
1228 36.25 868.4276 7.1919 846.2047 -42.13116
1229 36.5 868.4008 7.107283 846.2173 -42.09136
1229 36.75 868.405 7.120613 846.2354 -42.03418
1229 37 868.4072 7.127375 846.2393 -42.02162
1229 37.25 868.4255 7.185525 846.2114 -42.10991
1230 37.5 868.4569 7.284825 846.2399 -42.01969
1230 37.75 868.5008 7.423729 846.2207 -42.08055
1230 38 868.4192 7.165433 846.2334 -42.04036
1230 38.25 868.42 7.167945 846.265 -41.94029
1231 38.5 868.7998 8.370169 847.089 -39.33222
1231 38.75 871.4316 16.70035 849.8674 -30.538
1231 39 871.3654 16.49093 883.9894 77.46608
1231 39.25 871.3156 16.33309 877.663 57.4417
1232 39.5 871.3245 16.3613 849.8295 -30.65797
1232 39.75 871.4359 16.71406 849.8993 -30.43696
1232 40 871.3621 16.4803 849.865 -30.54553
1232 40.25 871.3821 16.54367 849.8597 -30.56234
1233 40.5 871.3938 16.58076 849.8635 -30.55017
1233 40.75 871.4999 16.91653 849.8891 -30.46922
1233 41 871.3474 16.43374 849.852 -30.58668
1233 41.25 871.3698 16.50464 849.8792 -30.50071
1234 41.5 871.3743 16.51894 849.8683 -30.5351
1234 41.75 871.4369 16.71715 849.8749 -30.51404
1234 42 871.3726 16.51372 849.8882 -30.47193
1234 42.25 871.481 16.85664 849.8792 -30.50071
1235 42.5 871.4415 16.73184 849.8494 -30.59499
1235 42.75 871.439 16.72392 849.8872 -30.47521
1235 43 871.4794 16.85161 849.869 -30.53278
1235 43.25 871.4639 16.80274 849.8643 -30.54785
1236 43.5 871.3866 16.55797 849.8669 -30.53954
1236 43.75 871.4167 16.65321 849.8568 -30.57161
1236 44 871.3694 16.50349 849.8453 -30.60774
1236 44.25 871.3944 16.58269 849.8619 -30.55519
1237 44.5 871.4423 16.73416 849.8467 -30.60349
1237 44.75 873.1732 22.21284 852.0744 -23.55223
1237 45 874.5674 26.62608 854.3679 -16.29291
1237 45.25 874.7502 27.2045 853.9332 -17.66881
1238 45.5 874.7555 27.2213 853.9524 -17.60796
1238 45.75 874.7172 27.09998 853.9782 -17.52624
1238 46 874.8144 27.40773 854.0519 -17.29305
1238 46.25 874.7263 27.12896 853.9987 -17.46152
1239 46.5 874.7708 27.2696 853.995 -17.47311
1239 46.75 874.703 27.05516 854.0071 -17.43486
1239 47 874.7526 27.21203 854.0059 -17.43872
1239 47.25 874.6953 27.03063 854.011 -17.4223
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1240 47.5 874.7064 27.06598 854.0171 -17.40317
1240 47.75 874.7154 27.09438 854.0059 -17.43872
1240 48 874.6982 27.0399 854.0062 -17.43756
1240 48.25 874.7537 27.21551 854.0503 -17.29808
1241 48.5 874.7096 27.07603 854.0235 -17.38289
1241 48.75 874.7122 27.08433 854.0283 -17.36763
1241 49 874.7388 27.16837 854.0252 -17.37748
1241 49.25 874.697 27.03603 854.0181 -17.39989
1242 49.5 874.694 27.02676 854.0403 -17.32976
1242 49.75 874.7026 27.05381 854.0308 -17.35971
1242 50 874.7208 27.11138 854.0425 -17.32261
1242 50.25 874.6856 27.0001 854.0734 -17.22505
1243 50.5 874.9888 27.95987 854.4564 -16.01259
1243 50.75 875.9853 31.1139 856.6462 -9.081496
1243 51 876.1378 31.59668 857.9733 -4.880763
1243 51.25 876.0779 31.40716 857.8796 -5.17731
1244 51.5 876.0593 31.34824 857.8796 -5.17731
1244 51.75 876.0763 31.40195 857.8249 -5.350602
1244 52 876.0699 31.38166 857.5612 -6.185378
1244 52.25 876.0244 31.23754 857.7471 -5.596727
1245 52.5 876.0481 31.31269 857.5509 -6.217834
1245 52.75 876.0373 31.2785 857.7016 -5.740847
1245 53 876.0317 31.26092 857.6804 -5.807884
1245 53.25 875.9937 31.14037 857.5399 -6.252801
1246 53.5 876.0776 31.406 857.6404 -5.934424
1246 53.75 876.0443 31.30052 857.5736 -6.145967
1246 54 876.0345 31.26961 857.6255 -5.981755
1246 54.25 876.0345 31.26961 857.5635 -6.178037
1247 54.5 876.053 31.32834 857.5549 -6.205083
1247 54.75 876.0632 31.3606 857.564 -6.176298
1247 55 875.9915 31.13341 857.6199 -5.999336
1247 55.25 876.0261 31.24295 857.5721 -6.150604
1248 55.5 876.0102 31.19272 857.5521 -6.214163
1248 55.75 876.0069 31.18229 857.5764 -6.13708
1248 56 876.03 31.25551 857.603 -6.053043
1248 56.25 875.9971 31.15118 857.6124 -6.023291
1249 56.5 876.0405 31.28874 857.5799 -6.126069
1249 56.75 876.0553 31.33549 857.571 -6.154274
1249 57 876.0175 31.21571 857.5815 -6.121046
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Table C-4 Strain Gage Data from East Pile 

 

Actual Elapsed Raw µε Raw µε
1044 0.5 823.4906 0 1073.313 0 0
1044 0.75 822.5728 -2.905198 1201.818 406.747 201.9209
1045 1 821.9229 -4.962096 1071.626 -5.34017 -5.151133
1045 1.25 821.7974 -5.359296 1071.413 -6.012859 -5.686077
1045 1.5 821.6191 -5.923798 1071.396 -6.068111 -5.995955
1045 1.75 821.7234 -5.593636 1071.44 -5.929401 -5.761518
1046 2 821.8587 -5.165333 1071.48 -5.802668 -5.484
1046 2.25 821.8571 -5.170549 1071.444 -5.915877 -5.543213
1046 2.5 821.8465 -5.203971 1071.407 -6.031019 -5.617495
1046 2.75 821.7063 -5.647729 1071.398 -6.061929 -5.854829
1047 3 821.6827 -5.722494 1071.54 -5.611796 -5.667145
1047 3.25 821.6394 -5.859466 1071.423 -5.981562 -5.920514
1047 3.5 821.9086 -5.007496 1071.444 -5.915877 -5.461687
1047 3.75 821.8536 -5.181367 1071.352 -6.206049 -5.693708
1048 4 821.8745 0 1071.319 0 0
1048 4.25 821.8879 0.042502 1071.267 -0.165757 -0.061628
1048 4.5 821.8558 -0.059116 1071.277 -0.132142 -0.095629
1048 4.75 821.8898 0.048491 1071.238 -0.256943 -0.104226
1049 5 821.8972 0.071867 1071.294 -0.079208 -0.003671
1049 5.25 821.8881 0.043081 1071.233 -0.270853 -0.113886
1049 5.5 821.8864 0.037672 1071.231 -0.27974 -0.121034
1049 5.75 821.8907 0.051195 1071.272 -0.147211 -0.048008
1050 6 821.7841 -0.286115 1071.256 -0.198213 -0.242164
1050 6.25 821.8958 0.067423 1071.226 -0.293263 -0.11292
1050 6.5 821.8694 -0.016228 1071.206 -0.358948 -0.187588
1050 6.75 821.8925 0.056991 1071.193 -0.399518 -0.171263
1051 7 821.8421 -0.102584 1071.182 -0.431974 -0.267279
1051 7.25 821.8627 -0.037286 1071.222 -0.307173 -0.172229
1051 7.5 821.8563 -0.057764 1071.17 -0.472157 -0.264961
1051 7.75 821.8663 -0.025888 1071.193 -0.397586 -0.211737
1052 8 821.8627 -0.037286 1071.206 -0.358948 -0.198117
1052 8.25 821.8517 -0.07206 1071.166 -0.484908 -0.278484
1052 8.5 821.8683 -0.019705 1071.16 -0.504613 -0.262159
1052 8.75 821.8599 -0.046173 1071.198 -0.383676 -0.214924
1053 9 821.8656 -0.028206 1071.152 -0.528183 -0.278194
1053 9.25 821.8605 -0.044241 1071.167 -0.481817 -0.263029
1053 9.5 821.8531 -0.06781 1071.128 -0.6043 -0.336055
1053 9.75 821.8564 -0.057184 1071.118 -0.634824 -0.346004
1054 10 821.8605 -0.044241 1071.118 -0.636756 -0.340498
1054 10.25 821.8429 -0.100073 1071.097 -0.7036 -0.401836
1054 10.5 821.8309 -0.138131 1071.148 -0.54016 -0.339146
1054 10.75 821.8421 -0.102584 1071.144 -0.552525 -0.327554
1055 11 821.8407 -0.107027 1071.105 -0.676553 -0.39179
1055 11.25 821.8445 -0.09505 1071.102 -0.68544 -0.390245
1055 11.5 821.8267 -0.151461 1071.132 -0.59039 -0.370926
1055 11.75 821.8372 -0.118039 1071.091 -0.722532 -0.420286

Strain Gage Data
Ch. 13 Ch. 14 Avg. µεTime
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Table C-4 Continued 
1056 12 821.8331 -0.130983 1071.051 -0.846947 -0.488965
1056 12.25 821.8226 -0.164405 1071.08 -0.75692 -0.460663
1056 12.5 821.8314 -0.136586 1071.123 -0.619369 -0.377977
1056 12.75 821.8223 -0.165371 1071.123 -0.619369 -0.39237
1057 13 821.8152 -0.187781 1071.042 -0.875925 -0.531853
1057 13.25 821.8136 -0.192804 1071.134 -0.584594 -0.388699
1057 13.5 821.835 -0.124994 1071.078 -0.761557 -0.443275
1057 13.75 821.8281 -0.146825 1071.27 -0.155711 -0.151268
1058 14 821.8243 -0.158996 1071.066 -0.802127 -0.480561
1058 14.25 821.8275 -0.14895 1071.117 -0.63946 -0.394205
1058 14.5 821.8312 -0.136972 1071.017 -0.956679 -0.546826
1058 14.75 821.838 -0.115528 1071.098 -0.699349 -0.407439
1059 15 821.8323 -0.133495 1070.984 -1.060229 -0.596862
1059 15.25 821.8341 -0.127892 1071.034 -0.902972 -0.515432
1059 15.5 821.8018 -0.230283 1071.04 -0.883653 -0.556968
1059 15.75 821.8092 -0.206714 1071.1 -0.692008 -0.449361
1100 16 821.8185 -0.177349 1070.999 -1.012318 -0.594833
1100 16.25 821.812 -0.197827 1070.974 -1.090367 -0.644097
1100 16.5 821.8198 -0.173292 1070.901 -1.321423 -0.747357
1100 16.75 821.7869 -0.277421 1070.98 -1.071434 -0.674428
1101 17 821.8139 -0.191838 1071.047 -0.860857 -0.526347
1101 17.25 821.83 -0.141029 1070.978 -1.078003 -0.609516
1101 17.5 821.8253 -0.155905 1070.894 -1.344992 -0.750448
1101 17.75 820.683 -3.77127 1070.018 -4.118047 -3.944659
1102 18 817.7694 -12.9936 1064.472 -21.67288 -17.33324
1102 18.25 813.795 -25.57358 1059.891 -36.17336 -30.87347
1102 18.5 813.3115 -27.10404 1059.916 -36.09261 -31.59832
1103 18.75 813.1694 -27.55359 1059.731 -36.67952 -32.11656
1103 19 813.1614 -27.5789 1059.709 -36.74946 -32.16418
1103 19.25 813.123 -27.70061 1059.708 -36.75139 -32.226
1103 19.5 813.1383 -27.65212 1059.698 -36.78269 -32.2174
1104 19.75 813.0872 -27.81401 1059.581 -37.15438 -32.4842
1104 20 813.1119 -27.73577 1059.54 -37.28305 -32.50941
1104 20.25 813.0854 -27.81942 1059.411 -37.69184 -32.75563
1104 20.5 813.1136 -27.73036 1059.377 -37.79925 -32.76481
1105 20.75 813.1414 -27.64246 1059.23 -38.26407 -32.95326
1105 21 813.1965 -27.46782 1059.114 -38.63268 -33.05025
1105 21.25 813.2112 -27.42126 1059.024 -38.91783 -33.16954
1105 21.5 813.2248 -27.37837 1059.039 -38.86837 -33.12337
1106 21.75 813.239 -27.33335 1059.015 -38.94371 -33.13853
1106 22 813.2642 -27.25357 1059.058 -38.80809 -33.03083
1106 22.25 813.2722 -27.22826 1059.102 -38.66861 -32.94843
1106 22.5 813.2882 -27.17764 1059.148 -38.52488 -32.85126
1107 22.75 813.2809 -27.20063 1059.128 -38.58708 -32.89386
1107 23 813.2775 -27.21164 1059.119 -38.61606 -32.91385
1107 23.25 813.2746 -27.22072 1059.167 -38.46537 -32.84305
1107 23.5 813.2604 -27.26574 1059.151 -38.51406 -32.8899
1108 23.75 813.2657 -27.24874 1059.106 -38.6574 -32.95307
1108 24 813.2622 -27.25994 1059.108 -38.64929 -32.95462
1108 24.25 813.2563 -27.27849 1059.047 -38.84403 -33.06126
1108 24.5 813.2536 -27.28718 1058.055 -41.98337 -34.63528
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1109 24.75 813.235 -27.34611 1057.922 -42.40337 -34.87474
1109 25 813.2293 -27.36407 1057.923 -42.40066 -34.88237
1109 25.25 813.2241 -27.38049 1057.785 -42.83843 -35.10946
1109 25.5 813.2237 -27.38185 1057.868 -42.57531 -34.97858
1110 25.75 813.1893 -27.49061 1057.774 -42.87166 -35.18114
1110 26 813.1951 -27.47245 1057.81 -42.76 -35.11622
1110 26.25 813.155 -27.59918 1057.802 -42.78357 -35.19138
1110 26.5 813.1609 -27.58064 1057.819 -42.73025 -35.15544
1111 26.75 813.1583 -27.58895 1057.816 -42.74029 -35.16462
1111 27 813.1246 -27.69559 1057.77 -42.88673 -35.29116
1111 27.25 813.1192 -27.71259 1057.787 -42.83225 -35.27242
1111 27.5 813.1055 -27.75586 1057.666 -43.21477 -35.48531
1112 27.75 813.0999 -27.77364 1057.73 -43.01153 -35.39258
1112 28 813.1199 -27.71046 1057.752 -42.94121 -35.32584
1112 28.25 813.0898 -27.80551 1057.721 -43.04051 -35.42301
1112 28.5 813.0687 -27.87236 1057.511 -43.7047 -35.78853
1113 28.75 813.1028 -27.76436 1057.637 -43.30518 -35.53477
1113 29 813.0977 -27.78059 1057.464 -43.85268 -35.81664
1113 29.25 813.0645 -27.88588 1057.391 -44.08606 -35.98597
1113 29.5 813.0322 -27.98808 1057.39 -44.08915 -36.03861
1114 29.75 813.0358 -27.97668 1057.29 -44.40598 -36.19133
1114 30 813.0732 -27.85825 1057.27 -44.46703 -36.16264
1114 30.25 812.1617 -30.74336 1056.111 -48.13687 -39.44012
1114 30.5 806.6196 -48.28524 1048.823 -71.20497 -59.74511
1115 30.75 805.6204 -51.44816 1046.126 -79.74205 -65.59511
1115 31 805.512 -51.79126 1046.163 -79.62459 -65.70793
1115 31.25 805.5079 -51.80401 1045.886 -80.50207 -66.15304
1115 31.5 805.1721 -52.86695 1045.501 -81.7211 -67.29402
1116 31.75 805.1074 -53.07192 1045.144 -82.85087 -67.9614
1116 32 805.0353 -53.30008 1044.549 -84.73332 -69.0167
1116 32.25 804.9949 -53.42778 1044.803 -83.92926 -68.67852
1116 32.5 804.7377 -54.24208 1044.85 -83.77896 -69.01052
1117 32.75 804.5299 -54.8997 1044.286 -85.56675 -70.23322
1117 33 804.4669 -55.09907 1044.112 -86.11695 -70.60801
1117 33.25 804.4367 -55.1947 1043.776 -87.17911 -71.18691
1117 33.5 804.4727 -55.08072 1043.626 -87.65552 -71.36812
1118 33.75 804.4091 -55.28221 1043.446 -88.22389 -71.75305
1118 34 804.4912 -55.02218 1043.348 -88.53454 -71.77836
1118 34.25 804.5051 -54.97833 1043.276 -88.76212 -71.87022
1118 34.5 804.4561 -55.13326 1043.206 -88.98274 -72.058
1119 34.75 804.5019 -54.98837 1043.188 -89.03954 -72.01395
1119 35 804.509 -54.96596 1043.238 -88.88189 -71.92393
1119 35.25 804.5166 -54.94181 1043.282 -88.74202 -71.84192
1119 35.5 804.4988 -54.99822 1043.317 -88.63268 -71.81545
1120 35.75 804.4177 -55.25478 1043.435 -88.25943 -71.75711
1120 36 804.4219 -55.24145 1043.261 -88.80964 -72.02555
1120 36.25 804.3175 -55.572 1043.362 -88.49049 -72.03124
1120 36.5 804.3087 -55.60001 1043.186 -89.04726 -72.32364
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1121 36.75 804.3857 -55.35621 1043.243 -88.86567 -72.11094
1121 37 804.4819 -55.05174 1043.181 -89.06195 -72.05684
1121 37.25 804.3938 -55.33051 1042.911 -89.91817 -72.62434
1121 37.5 804.2284 -55.85406 1043.039 -89.51363 -72.68384
1122 37.75 804.2686 -55.72694 1042.965 -89.74739 -72.73716
1122 38 804.1985 -55.94872 1042.925 -89.87257 -72.91065
1122 38.25 804.1904 -55.97422 1042.857 -90.08895 -73.03158
1122 38.5 804.171 -56.03566 1042.882 -90.00897 -73.02231
1123 38.75 804.2161 -55.89289 1043.03 -89.54145 -72.71717
1123 39 804.1117 -56.22344 1042.994 -89.65427 -72.93885
1123 39.25 804.0851 -56.30767 1043.097 -89.32932 -72.8185
1123 39.5 804.0703 -56.35442 1043.102 -89.31271 -72.83356
1124 39.75 804.062 -56.3807 1043.028 -89.54647 -72.96358
1124 40 804.074 -56.34264 1042.981 -89.69523 -73.01893
1124 40.25 804.0945 -56.27792 1042.98 -89.69948 -72.9887
1124 40.5 804.0743 -56.34167 1042.88 -90.01438 -73.17802
1125 40.75 804.0975 -56.26845 1042.79 -90.30146 -73.28495
1125 41 803.9968 -56.58722 1042.586 -90.94787 -73.76754
1125 41.25 804.0057 -56.55882 1042.508 -91.19322 -73.87602
1125 41.5 804.0438 -56.43846 1042.47 -91.31262 -73.87554
1126 41.75 804.048 -56.42513 1042.403 -91.52628 -73.97571
1126 42 804.058 -56.39325 1042.36 -91.66268 -74.02796
1126 42.25 804.0397 -56.4514 1042.339 -91.72875 -74.09008
1126 42.5 804.0201 -56.51322 1042.355 -91.67813 -74.09568
1127 42.75 804.0015 -56.57234 1042.37 -91.62868 -74.10051
1127 43 804.0172 -56.52269 1042.32 -91.78941 -74.15605
1127 43.25 801.6433 -64.03645 1037.474 -107.1264 -85.58143
1127 43.5 798.4653 -74.09568 1032.551 -122.7099 -98.4028
1128 43.75 798.5778 -73.73943 1032.504 -122.8595 -98.29944
1128 44 798.4901 -74.01724 1031.157 -127.1216 -100.5694
1128 44.25 823.9933 6.706413 1030.84 -128.1262 -60.7099
1128 44.5 816.8858 -15.79042 1031.017 -127.5656 -71.678
1129 44.75 803.5548 -57.98611 1030.639 -128.7618 -93.37396
1129 45 797.1909 -78.12949 1030.445 -129.3765 -103.753
1129 45.25 797.2272 -78.01455 1030.423 -129.4442 -103.7294
1129 45.5 797.1834 -78.15306 1030.387 -129.5601 -103.8566
1130 45.75 797.3046 -77.76939 1030.095 -130.4839 -104.1266
1130 46 797.2388 -77.97765 1030.068 -130.5689 -104.2733
1130 46.25 797.3632 -77.58412 1030.079 -130.5338 -104.0589
1130 46.5 797.3708 -77.55997 1030.061 -130.5909 -104.0755
1131 46.75 797.3709 -77.55958 1029.956 -130.9236 -104.2416
1131 47 797.4105 -77.43439 1029.717 -131.6809 -104.5577
1131 47.25 797.4803 -77.21338 1029.646 -131.9058 -104.5596
1131 47.5 797.388 -77.50549 1029.58 -132.1137 -104.8096
1132 47.75 797.458 -77.2839 1029.658 -131.8679 -104.5759
1132 48 797.4459 -77.32234 1029.705 -131.718 -104.5202
1132 48.25 797.4487 -77.31346 1028.438 -135.7294 -106.5214
1132 48.5 797.4909 -77.17977 1028.341 -136.0358 -106.6078
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1133 48.75 797.4572 -77.28641 1028.212 -136.4423 -106.8643
1133 49 797.3829 -77.52152 1028.182 -136.5393 -107.0304
1133 49.25 797.4289 -77.37605 1028.185 -136.5292 -106.9526
1133 49.5 797.4292 -77.37509 1028.162 -136.6026 -106.9889
1134 49.75 797.4026 -77.45912 1028.166 -136.5883 -107.0237
1134 50 797.3209 -77.718 1028.048 -136.9635 -107.3408
1134 50.25 797.2739 -77.86676 1027.962 -137.2348 -107.5508
1134 50.5 797.3056 -77.7663 1027.949 -137.2761 -107.5212
1135 50.75 797.316 -77.73326 1027.95 -137.2722 -107.5027
1135 51 797.2797 -77.8484 1027.957 -137.2502 -107.5493
1135 51.25 797.2675 -77.88685 1027.967 -137.2185 -107.5527
1135 51.5 797.2548 -77.92703 1027.985 -137.1633 -107.5452
1136 51.75 797.28 -77.84724 1028.001 -137.1107 -107.479
1136 52 797.2169 -78.047 1028.01 -137.0825 -107.5648
1136 52.25 797.2554 -77.92529 1028.016 -137.0651 -107.4952
1136 52.5 797.2345 -77.99136 1028.024 -137.0389 -107.5151
1137 52.75 797.2034 -78.0897 1028.013 -137.074 -107.5819
1137 53 797.2202 -78.03676 1028.019 -137.0551 -107.5459
1137 53.25 797.1888 -78.13606 1027.995 -137.1312 -107.6336
1137 53.5 797.1823 -78.15673 1027.976 -137.1911 -107.6739
1138 53.75 797.188 -78.13838 1027.96 -137.2413 -107.6899
1138 54 797.1563 -78.23884 1027.962 -137.2359 -107.7374
1138 54.25 793.0351 -91.28344 1020.57 -160.6338 -125.9586
1138 54.5 791.5928 -95.84873 1017.733 -169.6133 -132.731
1139 54.75 843.1251 67.26311 1017.791 -169.428 -51.08245
1139 55 802.8447 -60.23388 1017.421 -170.6001 -115.417
1139 55.25 822.5402 2.107128 1016.906 -172.2304 -85.06165
1139 55.5 790.1074 -100.5504 1016.9 -172.2486 -136.3995
1140 55.75 790.1074 -100.5504 1016.855 -172.3896 -136.47
1140 56 790.1159 -100.5234 1016.09 -174.8132 -137.6683
1140 56.25 793.4444 -89.98791 1017.494 -170.3673 -130.1776
1140 56.5 792.4411 -93.16357 1014.792 -178.9208 -136.0422
1141 56.75 792.463 -93.09441 1014.866 -178.6865 -135.8904
1141 57 792.5484 -92.82394 1014.562 -179.6491 -136.2365
1141 57.25 792.5439 -92.83805 1014.105 -181.0969 -136.9675
1141 57.5 792.5615 -92.78241 1014.022 -181.3587 -137.0705
1142 57.75 792.5644 -92.77333 1014.114 -181.0666 -136.9199
1142 58 792.489 -93.01211 1014.333 -180.3746 -136.6933
1142 58.25 792.4907 -93.0067 1014.002 -181.4228 -137.2148
1142 58.5 792.5236 -92.90238 1013.218 -183.9034 -138.4029
1143 58.75 792.4766 -93.05133 1013.161 -184.0823 -138.5668
1143 59 792.5315 -92.87746 1013.099 -184.2807 -138.5791
1143 59.25 792.4568 -93.11392 1013.227 -183.8752 -138.4945
1143 59.5 792.4579 -93.11025 1013.183 -184.0139 -138.5621
1144 59.75 792.4579 -93.11025 1012.721 -185.4761 -139.2932
1144 60 792.4568 -93.11392 1012.57 -185.9541 -139.534
1144 60.25 792.4022 -93.28683 1012.464 -186.2885 -139.7877
1144 60.5 792.4008 -93.29108 1012.322 -186.7383 -140.0147
1145 60.75 792.4016 -93.28876 1012.38 -186.5549 -139.9218
1145 61 792.3951 -93.30905 1012.561 -185.9813 -139.6452
1145 61.25 792.379 -93.36005 1012.669 -185.6394 -139.4997
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1146 61.5 792.3609 -93.41743 1012.654 -185.6869 -139.5522
1146 61.75 792.338 -93.49007 1012.691 -185.5704 -139.5302
1146 62 792.3576 -93.42786 1012.629 -185.7673 -139.5976
1146 62.25 792.36 -93.42032 1012.614 -185.8135 -139.6169
1147 62.5 792.342 -93.47731 1012.601 -185.855 -139.6662
1147 62.75 792.3745 -93.37454 1012.5 -186.1753 -139.7749
1147 63 792.3569 -93.43018 1012.505 -186.1583 -139.7942
1147 63.25 792.3696 -93.3898 1012.465 -186.2854 -139.8376
1148 63.5 792.2932 -93.63167 1012.28 -186.8706 -140.2511
1148 63.75 792.2957 -93.62375 1012.27 -186.9038 -140.2638
1148 64 792.3457 -93.46553 1012.112 -187.4023 -140.4339
1149 64.25 792.2964 -93.62143 1011.006 -190.9042 -142.2628
1149 64.5 792.6061 -92.64138 1003.796 -213.7248 -153.1831
1149 64.75 786.316 -112.5508 1002.699 -217.1982 -164.8745
1149 65 786.4797 -112.0327 1002.331 -218.3614 -165.197
1150 65.25 786.5936 -111.6722 1001.482 -221.051 -166.3616
1150 65.5 817.7465 -13.06624 1001.219 -221.8823 -117.4743
1150 65.75 825.528 11.56399 1001.701 -220.3571 -104.3965
1150 66 838.1164 51.40933 1000.331 -224.6926 -86.64166
1151 66.25 785.3178 -115.7104 1000.376 -224.5497 -170.1301
1151 66.5 785.2502 -115.9243 1000.15 -225.2676 -170.5959
1151 66.75 785.2469 -115.9347 999.9061 -226.0382 -170.9865
1151 67 785.2546 -115.9106 999.8345 -226.265 -171.0878
1152 67.25 785.2335 -115.9772 999.9022 -226.0506 -171.0139
1152 67.5 785.2842 -115.8169 999.8596 -226.1854 -171.0012
1152 67.75 785.2814 -115.8258 999.7729 -226.4598 -171.1428
1152 68 785.3089 -115.7386 999.7202 -226.6269 -171.1828
1153 68.25 785.268 -115.8681 999.7728 -226.4603 -171.1642
1153 68.5 785.4095 -115.4201 999.8196 -226.3122 -170.8661
1153 68.75 785.3617 -115.5715 999.8858 -226.1025 -170.837
1153 69 785.3679 -115.5518 999.9068 -226.0361 -170.794
1154 69.25 785.3909 -115.4792 999.8879 -226.0958 -170.7875
1154 69.5 785.4045 -115.4361 999.7694 -226.471 -170.9535
1154 69.75 785.3945 -115.4678 999.483 -227.3776 -171.4227
1154 70 785.3929 -115.4728 999.5153 -227.2752 -171.374
1155 70.25 785.377 -115.5232 999.2977 -227.9639 -171.7436
1155 70.5 785.372 -115.5389 999.4763 -227.3989 -171.4689
1155 70.75 785.3617 -115.5715 999.5099 -227.2922 -171.4319
1155 71 785.3538 -115.5965 998.3465 -230.9748 -173.2856
1156 71.25 785.316 -115.7162 998.142 -231.6222 -173.6692
1156 71.5 785.3484 -115.6137 998.037 -231.9543 -173.784
1156 71.75 785.3076 -115.7427 997.9314 -232.2887 -174.0157
1156 72 785.2914 -115.7941 997.9403 -232.2605 -174.0273
1157 72.25 785.3179 -115.7101 997.9478 -232.2367 -173.9734
1157 72.5 785.3129 -115.7261 997.9369 -232.2713 -173.9987
1157 72.75 785.295 -115.7825 998.0189 -232.0117 -173.8971
1157 73 785.2364 -115.9682 997.9846 -232.1204 -174.0443
1158 73.25 785.243 -115.9473 997.9455 -232.2441 -174.0957
1158 73.5 785.2567 -115.904 997.8986 -232.3926 -174.1483
1158 73.75 785.2449 -115.9413 997.7842 -232.7547 -174.348
1158 74 785.2203 -116.0192 997.5947 -233.3545 -174.6868
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1159 74.25 780.3843 -131.326 989.5294 -258.8831 -195.1046
1159 74.5 779.3712 -134.5328 988.1089 -263.3792 -198.956
1159 74.75 779.318 -134.7013 988.1705 -263.1841 -198.9427
1159 75 779.3813 -134.5009 987.7322 -264.5716 -199.5363
1200 75.25 779.1172 -135.3369 987.218 -266.1992 -200.768
1200 75.5 778.9178 -135.968 986.9743 -266.9704 -201.4692
1200 75.75 778.7142 -136.6125 986.7542 -267.6673 -202.1399
1200 76 778.5332 -137.1853 986.7166 -267.7861 -202.4857
1201 76.25 778.504 -137.2776 986.9315 -267.1061 -202.1918
1201 76.5 778.5018 -137.2846 986.8733 -267.2902 -202.2874
1201 76.75 778.5295 -137.1971 986.2104 -269.3884 -203.2927
1201 77 778.4873 -137.3306 985.6979 -271.0104 -204.1705
1202 77.25 778.5032 -137.2802 985.564 -271.4345 -204.3573
1202 77.5 778.501 -137.2873 985.4584 -271.7687 -204.528
1202 77.75 778.447 -137.4581 985.4415 -271.822 -204.6401
1202 78 778.4081 -137.5811 985.4435 -271.8157 -204.6984
1203 78.25 778.4225 -137.5357 985.3953 -271.9683 -204.752
1203 78.5 778.4063 -137.5871 985.3414 -272.1389 -204.863
1203 78.75 778.4207 -137.5413 985.2603 -272.3958 -204.9686
1203 79 778.3762 -137.6822 985.1938 -272.6062 -205.1442
1204 79.25 778.383 -137.6607 985.2457 -272.442 -205.0514
1204 79.5 778.3582 -137.7394 985.2595 -272.3983 -205.0688
1204 79.75 778.3519 -137.7591 985.0917 -272.9292 -205.3441
1204 80 778.348 -137.7716 985.066 -273.0107 -205.3912
1205 80.25 778.3385 -137.8016 984.8741 -273.6179 -205.7097
1205 80.5 778.2976 -137.931 984.7672 -273.9566 -205.9438
1205 80.75 778.2721 -138.0118 984.643 -274.3495 -206.1807
1205 81 778.3075 -137.8997 984.5284 -274.7123 -206.306
1206 81.25 778.2886 -137.9596 984.3448 -275.2935 -206.6265
1206 81.5 778.2561 -138.0624 984.1821 -275.8085 -206.9354
1206 81.75 778.2634 -138.0392 984.1424 -275.9341 -206.9866
1206 82 778.222 -138.1704 984.0772 -276.1404 -207.1554
1207 82.25 778.2076 -138.2158 983.9524 -276.5355 -207.3756
1207 82.5 778.2039 -138.2276 983.9868 -276.4267 -207.3271
1207 82.75 778.2109 -138.2053 983.9008 -276.6989 -207.4521
1207 83 778.1944 -138.2577 983.8886 -276.7374 -207.4975
1208 83.25 778.147 -138.4078 983.8471 -276.8687 -207.6383
1208 83.5 778.1341 -138.4486 983.8606 -276.826 -207.6373
1208 83.75 778.1111 -138.5212 983.9138 -276.6578 -207.5895
1208 84 778.0948 -138.5728 983.9671 -276.4889 -207.5309
1209 84.25 778.0875 -138.5962 983.9702 -276.4791 -207.5376
1209 84.5 778.0989 -138.56 983.9767 -276.4584 -207.5092
1209 84.75 774.3073 -150.5612 977.2959 -297.6048 -224.083
1209 85 772.0448 -157.7226 975.2081 -304.2131 -230.9679
1210 85.25 771.933 -158.0763 974.362 -306.8913 -232.4838
1210 85.5 771.7338 -158.7069 973.8102 -308.6379 -233.6724
1210 85.75 771.4526 -159.5971 973.0381 -311.0818 -235.3395
1210 86 771.1642 -160.51 972.7713 -311.9262 -236.2181
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1211 86.25 770.9965 -161.0406 972.6869 -312.1934 -236.617
1211 86.5 770.9253 -161.2661 972.5128 -312.7446 -237.0053
1211 86.75 770.9771 -161.1023 972.6724 -312.2392 -236.6707
1211 87 770.8994 -161.3482 972.338 -313.2977 -237.3229
1212 87.25 770.905 -161.3304 971.9776 -314.4385 -237.8845
1212 87.5 770.376 -163.0048 971.6208 -315.5677 -239.2862
1212 87.75 770.248 -163.4097 971.5447 -315.8086 -239.6092
1212 88 770.1363 -163.7635 971.3439 -316.4444 -240.1039
1213 88.25 770.0317 -164.0944 971.1385 -317.0943 -240.5943
1213 88.5 770.4176 -162.8731 971.6782 -315.3861 -239.1296
1213 88.75 770.9755 -161.1073 972.2234 -313.6603 -237.3838
1213 89 771.2857 -160.1253 972.7018 -312.1461 -236.1357
1214 89.25 771.5153 -159.3987 972.7827 -311.8901 -235.6444
1214 89.5 771.7321 -158.7125 972.9833 -311.2551 -234.9838
1214 89.75 771.9371 -158.0634 973.2824 -310.3085 -234.1859
1214 90 772.0405 -157.7361 973.4603 -309.7453 -233.7407
1215 90.25 772.3386 -156.7928 973.7911 -308.6984 -232.7456
1215 90.5 772.7045 -155.6344 974.0746 -307.8008 -231.7176
1215 90.75 772.7946 -155.3493 974.1891 -307.4384 -231.3938
1215 91 772.854 -155.1613 974.2258 -307.3223 -231.2418
1216 91.25 784.4175 -118.56 988.1447 -263.2658 -190.9129
1216 91.5 784.4034 -118.6048 988.2529 -262.9235 -190.7642
1216 91.75 784.4337 -118.509 989.1633 -260.0417 -189.2753
1216 92 784.4119 -118.5778 989.2985 -259.6139 -189.0959
1217 92.25 784.4948 -118.3156 989.4462 -259.1464 -188.731
1217 92.5 784.5453 -118.1557 989.4028 -259.2838 -188.7197
1217 92.75 784.6128 -117.942 989.5779 -258.7293 -188.3357
1217 93 784.7014 -117.6617 989.702 -258.3366 -187.9991
1218 93.25 784.7704 -117.443 989.7767 -258.1001 -187.7715
1218 93.5 784.8265 -117.2656 989.8065 -258.0058 -187.6357
1218 93.75 784.8463 -117.2028 989.8172 -257.972 -187.5874
1218 94 784.9251 -116.9534 989.7186 -258.284 -187.6187
1219 94.25 784.952 -116.8684 989.6763 -258.4179 -187.6432
1219 94.5 784.9587 -116.8472 989.6367 -258.5435 -187.6953
1219 94.75 785.0251 -116.637 989.5935 -258.6801 -187.6585
1219 95 785.0448 -116.5746 989.5946 -258.6766 -187.6256
1220 95.25 784.9917 -116.7427 989.5999 -258.66 -187.7013
1220 95.5 785.0898 -116.432 989.6321 -258.5578 -187.4949
1220 95.75 794.5118 -86.6092 1005.536 -208.2193 -147.4142
1220 96 800.5701 -67.43331 1009.455 -195.8136 -131.6234
1221 96.25 800.5745 -67.4196 1009.656 -195.177 -131.2983
1221 96.5 800.5615 -67.46075 1009.906 -194.3855 -130.9231
1221 96.75 800.5659 -67.44684 1009.953 -194.236 -130.8414
1222 97 800.5754 -67.41651 1009.977 -194.1618 -130.7891
1222 97.25 800.5891 -67.37323 1010 -194.089 -130.7311
1222 97.5 800.5665 -67.44471 1010.02 -194.0256 -130.7352
1222 97.75 800.5859 -67.38328 1010.058 -193.9062 -130.6447
1223 98 800.5548 -67.4818 1010.07 -193.8658 -130.6738
1223 98.25 800.6103 -67.30619 1010.114 -193.7289 -130.5175
1223 98.5 800.5784 -67.40704 1010.136 -193.6587 -130.5329
1223 98.75 800.598 -67.34502 1010.129 -193.6817 -130.5134
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1224 99 800.6136 -67.29576 1010.129 -193.6806 -130.4882
1224 99.25 805.3707 -52.2385 1014.689 -179.2465 -115.7425
1224 99.5 811.0822 -34.16032 1021.986 -156.1512 -95.15575
1224 99.75 811.1744 -33.86841 1021.663 -157.173 -95.52069
1225 100 811.1539 -33.93332 1021.673 -157.1413 -95.5373
1225 100.25 811.1192 -34.04305 1021.777 -156.8115 -95.42728
1225 100.5 811.1544 -33.93158 1021.78 -156.8009 -95.36623
1226 100.75 811.1183 -34.04576 1021.738 -156.9367 -95.49123
1226 101 811.1307 -34.00673 1021.762 -156.8583 -95.4325
1226 101.25 811.119 -34.04382 1021.757 -156.8753 -95.45954
1226 101.5 811.1157 -34.05406 1021.781 -156.7978 -95.42593
1227 101.75 811.1098 -34.0728 1021.824 -156.6635 -95.36817
1227 102 811.1341 -33.99591 1021.815 -156.6917 -95.34382
1228 102.25 812.1638 -30.7366 1025.897 -143.7723 -87.25446
1228 102.5 819.5501 -7.357271 1028.22 -136.4176 -71.88741
1228 102.75 819.5802 -7.262028 1028.222 -136.4129 -71.83747
1228 103 819.6158 -7.149205 1028.163 -136.5972 -71.87322
1229 103.25 819.6141 -7.154614 1028.201 -136.4782 -71.81642
1229 103.5 819.6512 -7.037155 1028.266 -136.2715 -71.65433
1229 103.75 819.6538 -7.029041 1028.204 -136.4678 -71.74841
1229 104 819.6636 -6.997937 1028.217 -136.4264 -71.71219
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